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1 Executive Summary
This report has been prepared for the Ministry of Culture and Heritage to provide information and
recommendations regarding the seismic performance of the bell frames in the carillon tower at the
National War Memorial.
Scope of Assessment
The scope of this report is the detailed assessment of the steel frames supporting the bells in the
tower to determine their seismic performance relative to an equivalent new building. This includes
determination of the design actions imposed on the bells during an earthquake, as well as assessing
the effects of the bell frames on the performance of the tower itself.
Background
The carillon tower was built circa 1931 on Buckle Street, Wellington, now Pukeahu National War
Memorial Park. The 45-metre tower was originally designed by Gummer & Ford Ltd and took into
consideration seismic actions. Additional reinforcing steel was added on this account, and the
original drawings detail an “earthquake and settlement joint” separating the carillon tower from the
adjacent Hall of Memories.
Some seismic upgrading has been undertaken previously. This involved the installation of structural
steel chevron braces in the upper section of the tower in the 1980’s, and further strengthening to
these braces was completed in 2012.
The carillon tower (and adjoining Hall of Memories) is listed as a Historic Place Category 1 on the
New Zealand Heritage List (list number 1410).
Using the AS NZS 1170.0 definitions for Importance Levels, we consider the carillon tower and
contained bell frames to have “contents of high value to the community”, so we have treated the
building as Importance Level 3.
Building Form
The tower is a 45-metre-high monolithic reinforced concrete shell with large openings in the upper
section. Floor-to-floor heights vary up the tower, and the floors themselves are reinforced concrete
slabs with a large access opening in the centre. These openings are trimmed by reinforced concrete
beams and infilled with timber flooring.
Plain round reinforcing bars have been used throughout, limiting the structure’s capability to
withstand repeated cyclic deformations (i.e. earthquake actions). However, the reinforcing is
exceptionally well detailed for the time, and this adds an inherent robustness to the lower section of
the tower.
The original drawings show the tower to be separated from its foundations. This means that the
foundations offer no resistance to the tower’s natural tendency to “rock” under lateral loading. This
limits the stress on the tower itself and this “rocking” behaviour is beneficial in this respect.
The bells form a significant portion of the tower’s mass. There are two bell frames, both in the upper
half of the tower. The frames comprise structural steel beams, struts and columns with bolted
connections.
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The tower is shallowly founded on a 9-metre layer of soils and completely weathered Greywacke
rock, underlain by highly weathered Greywacke rock to 30 metres depth. The site is located near to
the Wellington Fault, and the site is classified as soil class C.
Previous Partial Detailed Seismic Assessment and Strengthening
A previous partial Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) has been completed for the tower structure
by Dunning Thornton Consultants in 2011. This report limited the tower to less than 15%NBS (IL3)
for secondary elements, and between 30 and 40%NBS (IL3) for primary structural elements. Some
aspects of the tower’s primary structure were subsequently strengthened in 2012 to 50 to 60%NBS
(IL3). The partial DSA and strengthening works were completed using the NZSEE document
Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Buildings in Earthquakes, 2006, and
was dependent on a range of assumptions (e.g. site soil class). Some approximate adjustment was
made to the seismic rating of the strengthened building for the change to soil class C in 2015. A full
DSA was not undertaken due to time constraints associated with the World War I 100 year
commemorations.
The results of this partial DSA and completed strengthening works have been reconsidered in this
report, using the detailed analysis completed of the bell frames considering the site as soil class C,
and The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings-Technical Guidelines for Engineering
Assessments issued by MBIE in 2017.
Assessed Seismic Rating
The results of the DSA indicate the building’s seismic rating to be 15%NBS (IL3) assessed in
accordance with the guideline document The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings-Technical
Guidelines for Engineering Assessments, dated 2017. The earthquake rating assumes that
Importance Level 3 (IL3), in accordance with the Joint Australian / New Zealand Standard –
Structural Design Actions Part 0, AS/NZZS1170.0:2002 is appropriate.
Therefore this is a Grade E (very high risk) building following the NZSEE grading scheme. Grade E
buildings represent a risk to occupants greater than 25 times that expected for a new building,
indicating a very high risk exposure.
A building with an earthquake rating less than 34%NBS fulfils one of the requirements for the
Territorial Authority to consider it to be an Earthquake Prone Building (EPB) in terms of the Building
Act 2004. The carillon tower is currently considered an EPB by Wellington City Council.
Based on the geometry of the tower, global overturning of the tower is highly unlikely. Due to the high
stiffness of the bottom portion of the tower, its displacement is predominately due to the rocking
mechanism. The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering
Assessments, 2017, considers a rocking component to become “unstable” when the centre of mass
moves outside the middle third.
The assessment identified the following seismic ratings of the bell frames:
Bell Frame
Lower Bell Frame Level 5
Upper Bell Frame Level 7
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The review of the previous partial DSA also identified the following structural weaknesses in the
building relating to the tower primary structure, subject to effects from the bell frames:
Element
Reinforced concrete piers between level 5 and 6
Lower tower
Reinforced concrete beam at roof

%NBS
30%NBS (IL3)
25% to 30%NBS (IL3)
40% to 45%NBS (IL3)

The review of the previous partial DSA and new information from the detailed analysis and
Assessment Guidelines have established the following seismic ratings for non-structural and
secondary elements:
Element
Precast screens
Reinforced concrete mullions between level 5 and roof
Façade stone work
URM wall in clavier chamber

%NBS
34%NBS (IL3)
~60%NBS (IL3)
34%NBS (IL3)
85%NBS (IL3)

Basis for the Assessment
This assessment has been based on the following information:
• Original construction drawings dated 1930,
• Original construction specification,
• On-site survey of bell locations completed September 2019,
• Bell weights provided by the Ministry of Culture and Heritage,
• Previous partial Detailed Seismic Assessment, completed 2011,
• Geotechnical advice from Tonkin and Taylor, refer report attached, dated February 2020.
• Historic breakouts of reinforcing bars which showed round bar, Opus report.
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2 Building Description
General
The carillon tower was originally constructed in 1932, designed by Gummer and Ford architects. It is
located on Buckle Street, in Te Aro, Wellington, see Figure 1. Although this pre-dates any specific
seismic design and loadings standards, the original drawings and calculations show that the tower
was intended to “rock” on its foundations to limit the seismic forces experienced by the tower.

Figure 1 - Location Plan

Site Conditions
The tower is shallowly founded on a 9-metre layer of soils and completely weathered Greywacke
rock, underlain by highly weathered Greywacke rock to 30 metres depth. The site is located near to
the Wellington Fault, and the site is classified as soil class C.
Ultimate bearing pressures have been provided by Tonkin and Taylor. The ground slopes away from
the north face of the tower, so there is reduced geotechnical capacity in this direction.
The aggregated seismic hazard for the site (for the selection of ground motion records) considers
near-fault events (Wellington Fault) and subduction events (Hikurangi Subduction Zone). Refer to
Tonkin and Taylor’s geotechnical report for further information.
Structural System
Tower
The tower is a lightly reinforced concrete shell with irregularly spaced floor diaphragms as shown in
Figure 2. The lower three levels are buttressed on three sides by additional outer walls. The fourth
side interfaces with the adjacent Hall of Memories at this level. Between levels 3 and 5, the tower is
relatively solid, with some minor openings for windows and doors. Above level 5, there are three
~960mm wide continuous vertical openings in each face, leaving four corner piers, with secondary
mullions between. Reinforcement in the walls is plain round bar. This is well detailed for its time with
stirrups at regular centres.
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Figure 2 - Tower Structure

Each floor diaphragm consists of a concrete slab, with supporting reinforced concrete beams. There
is a large central hole at each floor level to allow the lifting and lowering of the bells. The roof is
timber framing with sarking.
The tower walls are separated from the foundations by a layer of Neuchatel mastic asphalt (see
Figure 3) to allow the rocking mechanism to occur. There is also a seismic separation joint to the Hall
of Memories noted on the original drawings, which separates the walls, roof and the foundations of
the two structures.

Figure 3 - Original Drawing Showing Rocking Detail
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Bell frames
The bells form a significant portion of the tower’s mass (approximately 72 tonnes). There are two bell
frames, one at level 5 with the six largest bells, and the other at level 7 supporting 68 bells (of varying
sizes). The frames are supported on riveted steel girders cast into the reinforced concrete beams in
the tower at locations shown in
4.

Figure 4 – Bell Frame Locations (Left), 3-D Models of Lower (Right Bottom) and Upper Bell Frames (Right Top), Steel Iconz 2014

The bell frames comprise of structural steel beams and columns with bolted (and riveted)
connections. There are diagonal struts / braces in each direction, and outriggers at the top of each
frame connecting to the tower just below level 6 and the roof respectively.
The bells are fixed in position, i.e. they do not swing and are rung using a large weight (clapper). The
bells are fixed at the top with large bolts through the “crown staple”, which is supported from a series
of small channels on top of a pair of larger tapered flange channels, refer Figure 5. There is also a
large plate between the bells and the pairs of tapered flange channels, also shown in Figure 5 in the
central photo.
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Figure 5 - Photos of Bells, taken 2019 – Bell Support Arrangement (left, central, top right), and Crown Staple (bottom right)

The lower frame has two levels of bells. The pairs of channels supporting the bells are supported by
columns which are also tapered flange channels. The beams are also braced by pairs of diagonal
channels on each side of the bell, shown in Figure 6. We believe these are intended to reduce the
span of the beams under the weight of the bells. The columns are similarly braced with channels
along the east and west faces. Beams run along the east and west faces at the level of the bells tying
the frame together.

Figure 6 - Lower Bell Frame Elevation (looking North), Steel Iconz 2014

The upper frame has three main levels of bells. The pairs of tapered flange channels supporting the
bells are supported on beams along the east and west faces. These beams are then supported on a
row of columns down each face, as shown in Figure 7. Columns are typically tapered flange
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channels with angles used in the corners. There are diagonal braces in the end bays on the north
and south faces up to the second level of bells, and on the north and south ends of the frames up to
the third row of bells.

Figure 7 - Upper Bell Frame Elevation (looking East), Steel Iconz 2014

The upper frame also has a frame on top, refer Figure 7, which contains the 40 smallest bells (total of
1200kg, which is less than 5% of upper frame bell weight). These bells are supported on SHS beams
between tapered flange channels. These channels are supported on SHS columns bolted down to
tapered flange beams between the main frame columns. It is assumed these columns and beams act
as moment-resisting frames in each direction.
Both the upper and lower frames have outriggers that connect to the walls of the tower. These
outriggers are at each corner at the higher bell levels, and provide bracing in both north-south and
east-west directions.
Typically bell frame sections are tapered flange channels and angles marked with Dorman, Long and
Co., England.
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3 Detailed Seismic Assessment
Scope of Assessment
The scope of this report is the detailed assessment of the steel frames supporting the bells in the
tower to determine their seismic performance relative to an equivalent new building. This includes
determination of the design actions imposed on the bells during an earthquake, as well as assessing
the effects of the bell frames on the performance of the tower itself.
Detailed Assessment Methodology
Determination of Design Actions
The “rocking” behaviour of the tower is outside of the scope of the New Zealand Standard for
Structural Design Actions: Part 5, Earthquake Actions, AS NZS1170.5. This standard prescribes that
actions on rocking structures shall be determined by special study.
The response of the tower, once rocking, is complex to predict so the tower was analysed using nonlinear time history analysis. The accelerations (forces) experienced by the bells can then be
determined from the results of this analysis.
The tower was modelled using ETABS 18.1. The tower was represented as 10 individual masses on
a “stick” that matched the tower’s stiffness. The base of the tower was modelled using non-linear gap
elements that allowed it to uplift, and therefore rock. These gap elements had stiffness properties to
represent the ground below. A range of soil stiffnesses was provided by Tonkin and Taylor. The gap
elements also included the radiation damping generated by the impact of the tower returning to the
ground.
Seven ground motion records were scaled to the AS NZS1170.5 hazard spectra for the Wellington
region, for soil class C, and including the near-fault factor. The selection of records was based on an
approximate site hazard aggregation. Records and scaling factors were provided by Tonkin and
Taylor. The inputted records were scaled and re-analysed for different seismic ratings (%NBS). This
is because the rocking of the tower is a non-linear response, so the outputs are not directly scalable.
The average of the design actions from the seven ground motion records was used for this
assessment. The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering
Assessments, Appendix C2C notes that the requirements for ground motion scaling in NZS 1170.5
require updating, and gives suggested numbers of records for different scenarios. The selection and
averaging of seven records is common design practice in New Zealand. This is used in the new
NZSEE Seismic Isolation Guidelines, 2019 (particularly relevant as rocking is fundamentally a form of
base isolation), and in international practice, e.g. ASCE Standard 7-10, chapter 16. The Assessment
Guidelines also require an Sp of 1.0 is used when records are averaged, which has been adopted.
Floor spectra for levels 5 and 7 were extracted from the time history results for each ground motion
record at different seismic ratings (%NBS). The average of these spectra was used to determine the
actions on the bell frames at each level, in each direction.
As the bell frames are fixed to the tower at two locations, at the supporting girders and at the
outriggers higher up the frames, the tower imposes a displacement on the frames. The drift from the
shear and flexural deformation of the tower (not rocking rotation) was extracted for each ground
motion record at different seismic ratings (%NBS). The average of the drifts was imposed on the bell
frame in combination with the accelerations.
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Design actions for the review of the tower were taken as the average of the results from the seven
ground motion records.
The modelling of the rocking tower was completed by creating multiple models and introducing
complexity incrementally. A fully detailed description of the method followed and the analysis results
are included in Appendix A – Analysis Methodology.
Assessment of Bell Frames
The bell frames were modelled in SpaceGass. These models were relatively accurate 3-D
representations of the bell frames, with individual forces / masses to represent each bell. The
geometry and section sizes are based on the survey completed by Steel Iconz in 2014. The
fundamental period of the bell frames was derived from these models for each frame in each
direction.
Accelerations determined from the floor spectra were applied in the SpaceGass model at each bell
mass location, including an applied moment to account for the eccentricity of the centre-of-mass of
the bell below the support. An imposed displacement was applied at the outriggers in the direction
that had the worst effect on the frame. Design actions for the members were directly outputted from
this model.
The bell frame members were assessed using the guideline document The Seismic Assessment of
Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments, chapter C6: Structural Steel
Buildings, dated July 2017. Section sizes are assumed to be historic, although some have been
replaced with modern sections (like-for-like). Dorman Long and Co. section sizes from 1924 have
been used for the assessment. A yield strength of 210 MPa has been used as per the Assessment
guidelines for steel manufactured before 1948 from the United Kingdom.
Review of Previous Partial Detailed Seismic Assessment of Tower
The previous partial assessment of the tower elements was reviewed using the guideline document
The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments,
chapter C5: Concrete Buildings, dated July 2017. Please note that this chapter has been revised in
November 2018, however, only the 2017 version is applicable to Earthquake Prone Buildings under
the New Zealand Building Act 2004. Assessment to the revised chapter may generate a different
rating, however the rating would not be accepted by Wellington City Council therefore the revised
chapter was not used.
Explanatory Statement
The following clarifications and limitations are noted:
• This report has been prepared at the request of the Ministry of Culture and Heritage and is
exclusively for their use. DTC accept no responsibility or liability to any third party.
• The inspections of the building detailed in this report were undertaken to assist in the seismic
assessment. This assessment does not specifically cover all building services, fire safety
systems, building finishes, glazing or weather tightness.
• This assessment does not specifically include an assessment of the building’s condition or
any repairs and/or maintenance that may be required.
• DTC is not able to confirm that all possible damage, defects, conditions or qualities have
been identified. Therefore the work done by DTC and our advice is on a reasonable
endeavours basis.
• The assessment is based on the information available to us at the time of the assessment.
Subsequent information may affect the results and conclusions of this assessment.
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4 Information Sources
Existing Documents
The following reference documents were used in undertaking the assessment:
• Original drawings and specification dated 1930, sourced from Wellington City Council
Archives and Archives New Zealand
• Structural drawings for strengthening works, dated 1984, from Opus International.
• Structural drawings for strengthening works, dated 2011, from Dunning Thornton Consultants.
• Bell frame structural steelwork survey, including member sizes and set-out completed by
Steel Iconz in 2014
• Summary of bell weights from the Ministry of Culture and Heritage.
Building Investigation
A survey of the bell frame steelwork was completed by Steel Iconz in 2014. This included member
sizes (typically in imperial sizes) and geometry of the member set-outs. Descriptions and photos of
fixing details (bolt sizes, rivets, etc.) was also included.
Subsequent to the survey, some members have been replaced “like-for-like” due to corrosion noted
in the survey. Due to COVID-19 Alert Level 4 it has not been practicable to undertake an inspection
to check a sample of areas and verify (on a reasonable grounds basis) the assumption of “like-forlike” replacement made in our assessment. From discussions with MCH staff it is understood there
has been some deviation from “like-for-like” replacement. However, the members this relates to do
not govern the %NBS assessment, therefore further inspections are highly unlikely to alter the
conclusions of this report.
A walk-around survey of the bell frames was undertaken in September 2019. Measurements of a
sample bell was completed to determine the approximate centre of mass of the bell. The locations of
the each bell was determined on-site with carillonist, Timothy Hurd. The weights of the bells and the
clappers and crown staples (attachment to the bell frame) was also discussed.
Additional investigation of reinforcement corrosion in the tower walls has been completed as part of
the strengthening works undertaken in 2012. From this we are aware there is active corrosion of
reinforcing steel which requires frequent inspection and repair. For the purposes of this report we
have assumed all reinforcing has been repaired to as-new condition.
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5 Results of the Detailed Seismic Assessment
Results of Seismic Assessment
The assessment identified the following structural weaknesses in the building relating to the bell
frames:
Table 1 - Structural Weaknesses of Bell Frames

Bell Frame
Lower Bell Frame
Level 5
Lower Bell Frame
Level 5
Upper Bell Frame
Level 7
Upper Bell Frame
Level 7

Direction
East-West

%NBS
34%NBS (IL3)

North-South

15%NBS (IL3)

East-West

20%NBS (IL3)

North-South

15%NBS (IL3)

Description of Weakness
Lower level braces on eastern/western frames buckling
under combined axial and major axis bending
Beam supporting Peace Bell buckling under combined
major and minor axis bending
Upper level braces at northern end buckling under
combined axial and bending due to eccentricity
Lower level braces at northern end buckling under
combined axial and bending due to eccentricity

The review of the previous partial DSA also identified the following structural weaknesses in the
building relating to the tower primary structure, under effects from the bell frames:
Table 2 - Structural Weaknesses of Tower

Element
Reinforced concrete piers
between level 5 and 6
Lower tower
Reinforced concrete beam at
roof
Global overturning of tower

%NBS
30%NBS (IL3)
25% to
30%NBS (IL3)
40% to
45%NBS (IL3)
100%NBS (IL3)

Description of Weakness
Bar lap failure from combined flexural and tension
actions
Horizontal shear failure around door and window
openings
Bar lap failure from combined flexural and tension
actions
Instability of tower
Toe crushing of confined concrete (loss of gravity load
path)

The tower displacement at the interface with the Hall of Memories is estimated to be 80mm at
100%NBS (IL3). The gap documented on the original drawings for the Hall of Memories is 4¾”
(approximately 120mm) and the expected displacement of the Hall of Memories is less than 10mm at
the same level of shaking. “Pounding” of the structures is unlikely to occur at 100%NBS (IL3).
Seismic ratings for non-structural and secondary elements are summarised below:
Table 3 - Structural Weaknesses of Non-Structural and Secondary Elements

Element
Precast screens
Reinforced concrete mullions
between level 5 and roof
Façade stone work

%NBS
34%NBS (IL3)
~60%NBS (IL3)

Description of Weakness
Incompatibility of screens with tower displacement
Bar lap failure from flexural actions

34%NBS (IL3)

URM wall in clavier chamber

85%NBS (IL3)

Failure of stone around veneer ties (Note: this assumes
repairs to cracks in stones have been completed and
periodic inspection and repairs ongoing)
Instability of un-reinforced masonry (Note: strengthened
as part of previous works)
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Assessment Assumptions
The following assumptions have been used in deriving the seismic load demands for the building.
Table 4 - Assessment Parameters Used

Loading Parameter

Assumption

Comment

Date of Building Design
Soil Class
Building Importance Level
Ductility of Structure, μ, at ULS
Fundamental Period
Structural Performance, Sp
Zone Factor, Z
Near Fault Factor, N(T,D)
Seismic Coefficient, Cd(T1) at ULS

1930
C
3
N/A
N/A
1.0
0.4
Considered
N/A

From original drawings
From Tonkin and Taylor report
Significant cultural importance
Rocking system
Rocking system has no defined period
Wellington
Included in the hazard spectra for scaling by T&T
Non-linear time history

Geotechnical Considerations
The tower’s rocking behaviour is sensitive to the soil’s vertical stiffness and radiation damping at
impact. A stiffer soil reduces the displacement of the tower, but increases the accelerations
experienced by the bells. Upper and lower bound soil stiffnesses were provided by Tonkin and
Taylor. The lower bound stiffness includes reduction in vertical stiffness due to horizontal loads in the
foundations, e.g. base shear take-out. The upper bound stiffness assumes no reduction, i.e. that
base shear take-out is zero at the time of impact.
Discussion of Results
Bell Frames
The lower bell frame seismic rating in the north-south direction is governed by the member capacities
of the beams directly supporting the Peace Bell (bell 1) and bell 2, shown in Figure 8. The Peace bell
is significantly heavier than all the other bells at nearly 13 tonnes (including clapper and crown
staple). Bell 2 weighs 8.5 tonne. The second structural weakness of the frame is the buckling of the

Figure 8 - Structural Weaknesses of Lower Frame (North-South)
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In the east-west direction the frame is governed by the braces buckling due to high axial loads. The
braces provide a stiffer load path to the girder supports so these attract more gravity and seismic
loads than the central columns. The second structural weakness of the frame in this direction is the
outriggers at the upper part of the frame buckling due to high axial loads. These structural
weaknesses are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Structural Weaknesses of Lower Frame (East-West)

In the east-west direction the upper bell frame is governed by the lower braces buckling due to high
axial loads. The braces provide a stiffer load path to the girder supports so these attract more gravity
and seismic loads than the central columns. The second structural weakness is the buckling of the
corner column under bending induced by the eccentricity of the braces in both directions, combined
with axial load.
In the north-south direction the upper bell frame is governed by the upper braces buckling due to
high axial loads, followed by the lower braces. The second structural weakness is the buckling of the
corner column under bending induced by the eccentricity of the braces in both directions, combined
with axial load. These structural weaknesses occur at a very similar level of shaking. The column is
very sensitive to imposed displacements from the tower.
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Figure 10 - Structural Weaknesses of Upper Frame

The imposed displacement from the tower has a significant effect on the forces in the bell frame
members to check the failure mechanism. We have considered the performance of the frames if the
outriggers were removed (buckled). Generally, there would be a reduction in accelerations
experienced by the bells due to the increased flexibility of the bell frames (period elongation). There
would also be no imposed displacement on the frames, so design actions would be further reduced.
However, the bell frames no longer have an upper support point so would be required to cantilever
from the girders at the lower level. This would result in an overall lower capacity, so the buckling of
the outriggers is a genuine failure mechanism.
This will however reduce the mass in the highest portion of the tower, moving the centre of mass
down. This will likely reduce the design actions in the upper portion of the tower (piers, concrete
beam).
Carillon Tower
The critical structural weakness for the tower is the partial overturning of the upper portion, above the
solid wall. This element is governed by the flexural capacity of the piers. This capacity is reduced by
the tension in the pier that the cross-bracing induces. The locations of laps in these elements are
currently unknown, as these are not detailed in the original drawings. The Seismic Assessment of
Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments, chapter C5: Concrete
Buildings, 2017 does not allow any use of ductility when plain round bars are lapped. Due to this, the
seismic rating of the piers is limited by debonding of the edge bars at a potential lap location. We do
not consider this a “severe structural weakness” as defined in the Assessment Guidelines, as the
determined probable capacity of the pier is at the yield of the first bars, which can be reliably
assessed based on current knowledge, and gradual degradation over multiple cycles.
A possible alternative critical structural weakness of the tower is the horizontal shear failure around
the window and door openings in the lower portion of the tower. This is expected to be less than
determined by the previous partial assessment but this has not been accurately quantified as the top
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of the tower is already assessed as below 34%NBS (IL3), and a full re-assessment of all aspects of
the tower is outside of the scope of this DSA. A more detailed assessment of this structural
weakness would need to be completed as part of any strengthening works.
A further structural weakness identified is the limited capacity of the reinforced concrete beam at the
roof level. This beam has reduced strength in flexure combined with tension, due to the plain round
bar laps. The lap length noted on the original drawings does not meet the requirements of the
Assessment Guidelines, and therefore cannot be considered to develop the capacity of the bars. This
mechanism limits the seismic force able to be transferred into the strengthened braces, so although
the braces themselves have capacity for 100%NBS (IL3) level shaking, this seismic load resisting
system is limited to 40%NBS (IL3) by the concrete beam.
The expected drift of the tower at the centre of mass is approximately 0.8% at 100%NBS (IL3). Due
to the high stiffness of the bottom portion of the tower this displacement is predominately due to the
rocking mechanism. The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for
Engineering Assessments, 2017, considers a rocking component to become “unstable” when the
centre of mass moves outside the middle third. Based on the geometry of the tower, global
overturning of the tower is highly unlikely.
Non-Structural and Secondary Elements
Non-structural and secondary elements have been reviewed using spectral accelerations from the
non-linear time history analysis (similar to the design philosophy for the bell frames).
The capacity of the reinforced concrete mullions between level 5 and the roof are assumed to have
laps due to their height. Therefore the flexural capacity is limited by the debonding of the bars,
assuming laps are in the most adverse location.
The precast screens are fixed between the mullions with mortar which has adequate adhesion
capacity to restrain the weight of the panels at 100%NBS (IL3) level shaking, using guidance from
The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments,
chapter C8: Unreinforced Masonry Buildings, 2017. However, the screens are very stiff compared to
the upper portion of the tower, so will begin to crush at approximately 34%NBS (IL3) level of shaking.
Once significantly damaged the screens have little to no restraint from falling.
Comparison of Results with Previous Partial DSA
The detailed analysis carried out to determine the performance of the bell frames has highlighted
some differences in the behaviour and performance of the tower from the previously completed
partial DSA.
There is an uplift in seismic demands experienced by the upper portion of the tower. This is due to
several factors:
• The change in soil class for the site from B to C has increased the displacement demand on
the tower, and an increase in acceleration higher in the tower.
• The bell frames have support points at the upper portion of the frames. The detailed analysis
of the frames showed that these supports take approximately half of the seismic force on the
bells. This effectively moves the bell mass further up the tower, increasing the seismic
demands on the upper tower’s primary structure.
• The non-linear time history analysis completed of the tower is a more realistic representation
of the force distribution on the tower than the AS NZS1170.5 equivalent static (triangular)
distribution.
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There is a decrease in reported capacity of the concrete components in the tower. This is primarily
due to the limitation on allowable ductility for structural members with lapped plain round bar in the
2017 edition of the Assessment Guidelines.
This combination of increase in demand and decreased reported capacities has reduced the
expected seismic performance of the tower.

6 Commentary on Seismic Risks
From our assessment the carillon tower is likely to achieve 15%NBS (IL3) seismic performance for
life safety in a 1 in 1000 years design level earthquake limited by the performance of the bell frames.
Therefore it is a Grade E (very high risk) building, following the grading scheme of the NZSEE (Table
5). The relative risk to a New Building would be more than 25 times.
Table 5 - NZSEE Grading Scheme

Building Grade
A+
A
B
C
D
E

Percentage of New Building
Strength (%NBS)
>100
80 to 100
67 to 79
34 to 66
20 to 33
<20

Approx. Risk Relative to
a New Building
<1
1 to 2 times
2 to 5 times
5 to 10 times
10 to 25 times
more than 25 times

Life-safety Risk Description
low risk
low risk
low or medium risk
medium risk
high risk
very high risk

Although they do not form part of the primary seismic resisting system, the bells and bell frames
present a potential “significant life safety hazard” as defined by the Assessment Guidelines.
• The bells exceed 25kg and could fall on spaces that function as egress paths, or where
people regularly congregate.
• The loss of support to the bells also has the potential to cause another building element to
lose support or fall from the building, or cause another section of the building to lose support
or collapse. There are a number of different failure mechanism of the bell frames that could
be envisaged, but all are likely to lead to the same significant life safety hazard.
Improvement of the bell frames seismic-resisting system could increase the likely seismic
performance of the structure. The performance of the tower would then likely be limited by the corner
piers between level 5 and 6 in the upper portion of the tower, but these would need to be reassessed depending of the methods used to strengthen the bell frames.

7 Commentary on Associated Seismic Risks/Hazards
The carillon tower and Hall of Memories are not expected to have “pounding” at a 100%NBS (IL3)
level of shaking. This report therefore does not have any implication on the previous assessment and
strengthening works completed to the Hall of Memories. It should be noted that the Assessment
Guidelines have been revised since the works were completed on the Hall of Memories.
The Tomb of the Unknown Warrior and the congregation areas, stairs and retaining walls are outside
of the scope of this assessment and not a building. However, historic retaining walls are unlikely to
have been designed for seismic actions from the retained landscaping. These walls have been
assumed to not provide support to the carillon tower and this DSA considers the effects of a sloping
ground profile.
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8 Seismic Strengthening Feasibility Options
Appended to this report is a set of concept design sketches that describe an approximate scope of
works for seismic retrofit to a target performance of 100%NBS (IL3). These sketches have been
provided so that a rough order of cost can be compiled by a suitably experienced Quantity Surveyor
(QS).
The concept presented does not incorporate commentary from a Heritage Architect, therefore an
allowance for removal and reinstatement of architectural finishes will need to be included in any QS’
estimate. Similarly, the concept presented would likely require the existing lift to be decommissioned
and the existing access stairs to be altered to accommodate new structural elements. An allowance
for new access up the tower should be also be included in any QS’ estimate.
It should be noted that the concept design presented is one structural solution and not necessarily
the best overall solution for the building. This concept design has been provided for the purposes of
helping MCH establish a project budget. As described in the following section there are a wide range
of other matters that need to be considered to ensure the final structural design is holistic and the
best response to the challenges posed by this unique building.

9 Recommended Next Steps
Wellington City Council issued notice in 2012 that they consider the building to be potentially
earthquake prone. They have also designated the structure as a priority building. The conclusions of
this Detailed Seismic Assessment are unlikely to change their position on whether the building is
earthquake prone, therefore the Building Act requires that the building’s seismic performance is
upgraded to a minimum of 34%NBS. WCC’s notice requires this work to be completed prior to 30
May 2022.
A concept design for seismic retrofit to 100%NBS (IL3) has been completed and is appended to this
report. Our recommended next steps after this has been costed are to interrogate the concept,
improve it and develop it into a preliminary design. As part of this process, we recommend the
following matters are taken into consideration:
Heritage/Conservation input
A Heritage Architect should be engaged to review the concept design and provide feedback on its
impacts on heritage. By working collaboratively with the Architect it should be possible to refine the
design such that the impacts to heritage fabric are minimised, or offset, as much as possible.
Remaining life of existing structure
The existing reinforced concrete structure requires ongoing repairs to corroding reinforcing. Any
strengthening works need to fit with the remaining life span of the concrete structure. The frequency
and cost of repairs required to keep the structure sound will continue to increase over time, therefore
a short-term solution may be more pragmatic. Alternatively, the strengthening works could present an
opportunity to prolong the life of the structure.
Serviceability of the bell frames
Similar to above, the strengthening works could present an opportunity to prolong the life of the bell
frames and make improvements to safety/usability of the instrument. The concept design presented
with this report involves adding new steel elements to the existing frame. However, the option of
replacing the existing bell frames with new bell frames should be explored to assess costs vs. value.
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Confirm target %NBS
The concept design presented with this report is based on retrofit of all structural elements up to
100%NBS (IL3). It may be pragmatic to reduce this target, or to strengthen some of the lesser risk
elements to a lower %NBS.
Consideration should also be given to a more detailed assessment of the seismic hazard at the site.
The %NBS is assessed using the seismic hazard prescribed in a NZ Standard issued in 2004 which
doesn’t take into account current best practice knowledge of Wellington’s seismic hazard.
Consideration should be given to procuring a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) and using
this as the basis for designing the strengthening.
Tower access
The concept design presented with this report will likely remove the lift as a means of access up the
tower. It could be possible to develop a concept that does not hinder the lift but the cost premium for
this would need to be discussed and considered relative to the cost of relocating, removing or
replacing the lift.
Structural peer review
WCC are likely to require a structural peer review to be submitted with any future application for
building consent. To reduce project risk it is recommended to engage the structural peer reviewer at
completion of the preliminary design phase.
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10 Appendix A – Analysis Methodology
This Appendix is intended to be a detailed summary of the analysis methodology used for the
modelling of the rocking response of the tower, and the bell frames.
Modelling of Flexural Response of Tower
Seismic Mass
The tower consists of stone-faced reinforced concrete walls. Concrete beams support suspended
concrete floors with timber flooring infill. Most of the seismic mass is in the tower walls, and no
seismic live load is considered (as the building is essentially unoccupied).
The seismic mass of the tower is calculated using section areas from the original building drawings.
The mass of the tower walls (and stone-facing) is lumped at the floor level “diaphragms”, assuming
the walls are effectively spanning simply supported between each diaphragm level. This is a
simplified assumption. The mass of the bells has also been lumped to the appropriate storeys, based
on the detailed modelling of the bell frames.
Tower Properties
The section properties of the tower walls have been calculated using the original building drawings.
For tower walls below level 5, the tower is assumed to act as a box, or “core”. Above level 5 the slots
for the precast panels split the tower into four discrete corner piers with a much lower stiffness.
The concrete is assumed to be 15MPa, as per the 1:2:4 (cement : sand : aggregate) ratio given in
the original specification. This is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 as per the Assessment Guidelines (C5).
Both the flexural and shear stiffness of the tower walls have been considered when calculating the
tower’s elastic displacement, and the Young’s modulus and shear modulus are derived from this
modified value.
Table 6 - Concrete Properties

Concrete properties
Concrete strength, fc’
Young’s modulus, E
Shear modulus, G

22.5 MPa
22650 MPa
9440 MPa

Sections were modelled as rectangular concrete sections calibrated to match the calculated second
moment of area in each direction. The shear (and axial) area was adjusted with a property modifier.
Modelling of Rocking Response of Tower
Hand Calculation of Response
Initially the rocking response of the tower is derived by hand, using Housner’s Simple Rocking Model
published in Housner (1963) and shown in Figure 11. Despite the date, this method is used in recent
publications, and Ma (2010), establishes it is “the most theoretically consistent” method for
approximating the free rocking response of a rigid block. It is also used in the Assessment Guidelines
chapter C8 (2017), for the assessment of rocking masonry piers and walls out-of-plane.
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Figure 11 - Housner's Simple Rocking Model

Housner’s method correlates the period, T, and co-efficient of restitution, r, of the response of a rigid
block pulled to an initial rotation using the following equations. Variables are based on the geometry
and weight of the block, and are shown in Figure 11.

𝑇=

4
1
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ−1 (
)
𝜃
𝑝
1 − 𝛼𝑐

𝑚 𝑅2
(1 − cos (2𝛼))]
𝑟 = [1 −
𝐼𝑜

Equation 1

2

Equation 2

𝑊𝑅

Where = √ , and 𝐼𝑜 is the mass moment of inertia about the corner.
𝐼
𝑜

The base shear for the rocking block is then derived through the free body diagram and equilibrium.
Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) 2-D Rocking Model
The equivalent single-degree of freedom system is derived using displacement based design
principles. This is considered as a rigid tower rotating at the base to give an effective mass acting as
an effective height. This is modelled in a computer analysis program, ETABS 18, as a “mass-on-astick”, with a “rigid” footing beam.
The simplified tower is modelled using the procedure established by Ma & Butterworth (2010), for
analysing a free rocking structure. This methodology was verified with experimental results from the
literature (and back to Housner’s Simple Rocking Model).
Gap elements are used at the ends of the footing beam to allow the system to rock. A restraint is
applied in the lateral direction on one side to prevent sliding, but allow horizontal displacement
associated with rotation. Horizontal springs and/or gap elements were trialled, but these gave
inconsistent / inaccurate results as the model resonated horizontally on the spring. With P-delta
effects considered, the one-sided restraint will produce slightly lower base reactions in one direction,
as the support is modelled on the uplifting toe. This has been investigated and is considered
negligible.
Gravity loads are applied as point loads. The gravity contribution of the effective mass is applied at
the top, and the remaining gravity load (to get the actual weight of the tower) is applied at the footing.
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In our case, it is not entirely necessary for the model to correlate with the coefficient of restitution, as
the tower does not have a purely rigid rocking response. The foundations and soil beneath provide
flexibility and radiation damping which is not considered in Housner’s Simple Rocking Model.
Foundation / Soil Parameters
Derivation of Foundation Springs and Damping
Wotherspoon & Pender (2010), established a methodology for modelling soil response and damping
when the foundation uplifts from the soil. This is done by applying a series of compound spring
elements as a bed along the underside of the foundation. The characteristics of the springs are
calculated using the soil shear velocity and density properties, from Mylonakis, Nikolaou, & Gazetas,
(2006), and Gazetas (1991).
In our case, the primary rocking response (and rotation) occurs in the tower, and the rocking of the
foundation is not significant in the overall response, i.e. once the tower is up on its toe, the foundation
reaction and response does not change, see Figure 15. So, to simplify the modelling, the vertical
response of the whole bearing area is approximated as one spring acting at the toe. Only the soil
properties at the rocked position are considered, to avoid additional (and unnecessary) non-linearity.
Soil bearing pressures and areas under the rocking moment are calculated using the foundation
shape from the original drawings. These pressures correlated to the values provided by Tonkin and
Taylor. Vertical stiffnesses have been provided by Tonkin and Taylor. Damping values are calculated
using Mylonakis, Nikolaou, & Gazetas, (2006), and Gazetas (1991), using soil properties (shear
back-calculated from the stiffness values from
.

Figure 15 - Foundation Springs

The Assessment Guidelines chapter C2 (2017), give guidelines for the maximum radiation damping
that can be considered from the soil, ζsoil < 10%. This is recommended to be applied in the inherent
damping, i.e. to the whole cycle (C2D.4 of Assessment Guidelines). Although the calculated radiation
damping value for our soil is high as a proportion of the spring stiffness, it is much less as a system
damping. This is as the damping from the radiation and impact is explicitly applied to the support
spring, and this does not damp the whole cycle, only the point of impact where the support reaction
moves from one toe to the other. The equivalent system damping has been derived using Equation
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3, below, from Chopra (2007), for different spring and damping values to confirm it is less than the
10% limit.
1
𝑢𝑖
Equation 3
𝜁=
ln
2𝜋𝑗 𝑢𝑖+𝑗
Experimental results from snap-back tests of a shallow foundation by Pender, Algie, Orense, &
Wotherspoon (2011) gives a range of damping. The tests were conducted on fine grained fill on
layers of silty clay and clayey silts with a calculated shear modulus of 38MPa. This is similar to the
soil conditions under the tower although the shear modulus of our site is significantly higher. The
results of the experimental testing have a significant scatter, with most results falling between 10%
and 40%. Our calculated damping values are in the lower to middle of this range, and are shown in
Table 9, section 10.4.2.
Application of Foundation Damping in 2-D SDOF Model
Rayleigh (viscous proportional) damping is used in Direct Integration Non-Linear Time History
Analysis. ETABS allows a modification factor to be applied to the stiffness-proportional damping.
Using this modification factor, the stiffness proportional damping is increased to match the damping
calculated from the soil properties.
𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

As an example, for east-west foundation springs, with upper bound properties, and using 5%
Rayleigh (viscous proportional) damping at periods of 3s and 0.1s.
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

30300𝑘𝑁𝑠𝑚−1
+ 1 = 𝟖. 𝟔
1.54 × 10−3 𝑠 × 2600 × 103 𝑘𝑁𝑚−1

Non-Linear Time History Analysis 2-D MDOF Models
The non-linear time history analysis (NLTHA) models for determining design actions on the bells and
tower include; the rocking response of the tower, the multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) flexural
response of the tower and the foundation stiffness and damping.
• The tower stiffness has been modelled as per 10.1.
• The foundation stiffnesses have been derived and modelled as per 10.3.
• Bell masses are “lumped” at the storey mass, i.e. no effect from bell frame resonance is
considered on the tower in the general case.
This is shown in Figure 16 on the following page.
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Figure 16 - 2-D MDOF Rocking Model

Two multi-degree of freedom base models were established – one for each orthogonal direction:
• “6825 Model EW” – Tower rocking in East-West direction
• “6825 Model NS” – Tower rocking in North-South direction
These were verified against the single degree of freedom rocking models. Both models were pushed
with a 6000kN force at the effective height and then released, refer to Figure 12 for ETABS load case
inputs. The free rocking displacement at the effective height (Figure 17) and the base shear
response (Figure 18) was compared. The MDOF model was considered with a “rigid” tower structure
to compare the rocking response without significant higher mode effects from the flexibility of the
upper portion. This had very good correlation for the first six rocking motions.
The MDOF model was also considered with the probable properties of the tower, i.e. more flexible at
the top. This model correlates for the first cycle, but then deviates as the more significant higher
mode effects influence the response.
As shown in the plot of the base shear, Figure 18, the multi-degree of freedom tower resonates (has
higher mode effects) during rocking. The change in base shear is due to the higher mode resonance
“moving” the effective height up and down the tower, changing the overturning moment. This is as
expected, aligning with results from Ma Q. T (2010), and is critical in confirming the accelerations
experienced by the bell frames.
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Figure 17 - Displacement Comparison (East-West) SDOF to MDOF
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Figure 18 - Base Shear Comparison (East-West) SDOF to MDOF

Tower Stiffness Variability
Tower variability is not considered explicitly in the NLTHA MDOF model for the analysis of the
rocking behaviour and the accelerations on the bell frames. However, for the assessment of the
tower, the properties of the upper portion of the tower was modified as per Table 8 below. This
analysis showed that the lower bound tower stiffness attracts less moment at the base of the piers
(between levels 5 and 6) and is therefore not critical.
Table 8 – Bounding of Section Properties

Section properties
Probable
Lower Bound
Second moment of Inertia, Ie Ig
0.32 Ig **
Shear area, As
5/6 Ag*
5/12 Ag
* from NZS3101:2006 C6.9.1.1
** from NZS3101:2006 Table C6.5 using fy = 300MPa, and negligible axial stress
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Table 10 - Selected Records
Record ID
RSN-5823

Earthquake
Name

Year

Station

Mw

Event Mechanism

Pulse
(forward
directivity)

Rrup

Vs30

Orayez Vera et
al. (2011)
spectral shape
fit score*

2010

Chihuahua

7.2

Strike Slip

No

19

242

7

RSN-1495

El MayorCucapah, Mexico
Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

7.62

Reverse Oblique

No

6

359

8

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

6.69

Reverse

Yes

5

371

8

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

Sylmar - Converter
Sta East
TCU101

7.62

Reverse Oblique

Yes

2

389

8

MYG006

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

9

Subduction interface

N/A

175

147

2

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

9

Subduction interface

N/A

174

211

6

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

9

Subduction interface

N/A

237

237

1

* (sum of T1 = 2.0 and T1 = 2.5)

Records were orientated with the primary direction (as advised by Tonkin and Taylor) in the rocking
direction being considered, with the scaling factors (k1 and k2) appropriate for that direction’s period
of interest. Family scaling factors, k2, were applied.

Figure 20 - Scaled Primary Spectra, excerpt from Tonkin and Taylor report
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Table 11 - Selected Records - File Properties
Record ID

Earthquake Name

Year

Station

Primary
Direction

Units

No. Time
Steps

RSN-5823

El Mayor-Cucapah,
Mexico

2010

Chihuahua

H1 (000)

g

26000

RSN-1495

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

H1 (N)

g

H1 (011)

Time
Step

Header
Lines

Points
per Line

0.005

4

5

11200

0.005

4

5

g

10938

0.005

4

5

H2 (E)

g

9800

0.005

4

5

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

Sylmar - Converter
Sta East

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU101

MYG006

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

H2 (E-W)

cm/s2

30000

0.01

1

1

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

H1 (N-S)

cm/s2

30000

0.01

1

1

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

H1 (N-S)

cm/s2

30000

0.01

1

1

Table 12 - Scaling Factors for ULS, 100% NBS (IL3)
ETABS Inputted
Scaling Factor

No. Output
Time Steps

Output
Time Step

1.02

18011.2

26000

0.005

1.81

1.02

18111.2

11200

0.005

Sylmar - Converter
Sta East

0.69

1.02

6904.3

10938

0.005

1999

TCU101

2.00

1.02

20012.4

9800

0.005

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

0.53

1.02

5.406

60000

0.005

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

0.87

1.02

8.874

60000

0.005

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

1.27

1.02

12.954

60000

0.005

Record ID

Earthquake Name

Year

Station

k1

RSN-5823

El Mayor-Cucapah,
Mexico

2010

Chihuahua

1.80

RSN-1495

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

MYG006

k2

NLTHA Results – Tower
Displacements
Average displacements of the tower at the effective height for each model are shown in Table 13
below. The effective period of the system is derived from this displacement and the approximate
acceleration of the equivaleth single degree of freedom model. These periods are within the range
used for the scaling of the records (although at the lower end).
Table 13 - Displacement at Effective Height and Effective Period at 100%NBS (IL3)
Average Displacement at
Acceleration of Equiv.
Effective Period
Effective Height
SDOF Model
6825 Model EW T&T LB
121mm
~0.4g
1.1s
Model

6825 Model EW T&T UB

90mm

~0.4g

1.0s

6825 Model NS T&T LB

193mm

~0.35g – 0.4g

1.4s – 1.5s

6825 Model NS T&T UB

111mm

~0.35g – 0.4g

1.1s

Displacements at the roof are shown in Table 14, and displacements at level 3 (interface with the
Hall of Memories) are shown in Table 15 for the North-South direction. These displacements
consider a 100%NBS (IL3) level of shaking.
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RSN-5823

Table 14 - Displacements at Roof at 100%NBS (IL3)
6825 Model NS
Year
Station
T&T LB
El Mayor-Cucapah, Mexico
2010
Chihuahua
521mm

RSN-1495

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

291mm

152mm

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

Sylmar - Converter Sta East

411mm

389mm

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU101

312mm

234mm

MYG006

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

465mm

154mm

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

204mm

260mm

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

348mm

237mm

365mm

231mm

Record ID

Earthquake Name

Average:

6825 Model NS
T&T UB
191mm

Table 15 - Displacements at Interface with Hall of Memories (L3) at 100%NBS (IL3)
6825 Model NS
Earthquake Name
Year
Station
T&T LB
RSN-5823
El Mayor-Cucapah, Mexico
2010
Chihuahua
101mm
Record ID

RSN-1495

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

55mm

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

Sylmar - Converter Sta East

79mm

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU101

57mm

MYG006

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

91mm

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

38mm

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

65mm
Average:

69mm

Tower Actions – Bending Moments and Shears
Bending moments and storey shears are directly outputted from ETABS using a combination load
case to average the tower design actions from all seven time history load cases. The design actions
for the east-west direction upper bound soil properties at 100%NBS (IL3) level of shaking are shown
in Figure 21 below.

Figure 21 - Tower Design Actions Output at 100%NBS (IL3)
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Figure 33 respectively. There is some period elongation of the higher modes, but the overall
response is not significantly different.
Displacement
600
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Bells Modelled

400

200

0
0
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9

10

-200
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Figure 32 - MDOF With Modelled Bell Frame Displacement Comparison

Base Shear
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-10000
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-20000
-25000
Figure 33 - MDOF With Modelled Bell Frame Base Shear Comparison

The accelerations experienced by the lower bell frame in the seven time history records were also
compared against the floor level spectra, results are shown in Table 20. This shows that the spectral
accelerations are an appropriate approximation of the accelerations experienced by the bells, and so
the bells will not be modelled explicitly. The comparison spectra was created for 3.3% damping as
this is the damping applied to the mode of the bell frame by the Rayleigh (viscous proportional)
damping. Please note these values are from a superseded model with stiffer gap elements, so they
are used for model verification purposes only.
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Possible Further Refinement of Modelling Methodology:
Rescaling of spectra for effective periods calculated from MDOF response – this may reduce
acceleration in higher modes and therefore reduce actions on bell frames. Current model
effective periods fall within range of period of interest, so will only have impact on smaller
rocking cycles with shorter periods. Would not expect this to be significant on presented
seismic ratings.
- Sensitivity check for damping proportion – different proportions of damping may effect
accelerations on higher modes due to the impact and radiation damping, however seismic
rating cannot be improved so no benefit in this assessment. This will need to be considered in
strengthening feasibility schemes.
- Records run in opposite direction for north-south which has different stiffnesses in each
direction – The tower is governed by the east-west response so the design actions from the
north-south directions are not critical. The north-south direction has higher displacements
however global overturning is highly unlikely due to the low drifts observed. There is also
sufficient clearance to the Hall of Memories, so this is unlikely to be critical.
-
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11 Appendix B – Existing Drawings and Specifications
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11.1 Original Construction Drawings – Gummer and Ford, 1930
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11.2 Wall Strengthening Drawings – Ministry of Works, 1984
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11.3 Upper Tower Strengthening and Access Upgrade Drawings and Specifications –
Dunning Thornton Consultants, 2012
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6825-SWS

SMALL WORKS SPECIFICATION [STRUCTURAL] - SWS

SWS.1

FIXED LADDERS

Allow to supply and install new fixed ladders as shown on the drawings. Ladders shall
conform to the requirements of SWS.8 and AS/NZS 1657:1992 – Fixed platforms,
walkways, stairways and ladders. Materials and surface treatment shall be such that
they achieve a time-to-first-maintenance in excess of 25 years.

SWS.2

STRUCTURAL TIMBER

All new structural timber shall be Pinus Radiata SG8 framing and kiln dried.
Generally, all new structural timber shall be H3.1 (LOSP) treated and painted with a
compatible acrylic paint.
Allow to supply and fix new DPC where new timber bears against concrete or brick
surfaces.

SWS.3

STRUCTURAL STEELWORK

Refer to the Structural Steelwork section of this specification.

SWS.4

TIMBER FIXINGS

All timber fixings and brackets are detailed as hot-dip galvanised and shall also be
painted. Bolts through timber shall be hot-dip galvanised and greased through the
hole.

SWS.5

TEMPORARY PROPPING

Provide temporary propping to floors and walls as necessary to allow completion of
the contract works. Props shall be maintained in first rate condition and shall have
rated load capacities exceeding the expected propping loads. If in doubt refer to
Engineer.

SWS.6

FRP WEBFORGE GRATING

Allow to supply and install FRP Webforge grating as shown on the drawings.
Allow to supply and install proprietary clips to affix the grating to the structural steel
support framing. Clips shall be capable of restraining the grating against an ultimate
limit state horizontal seismic acceleration of 2.0g. The structural design of these clips
shall be in accordance with the requirements SWS.8.
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SWS.7

NON-STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

The Contractor must demonstrate compliance with this specification for all proprietary
elements, products and systems. This can be done by one of the three methods
described below.
1. Acceptable Solutions in accordance with the NZBC:
The submittal shall describe the system being considered and the Acceptable
Solution number, revision date and clauses being utilised (E.g. Floor Joists to
area X in compliance with Table 14.8 of NZS 3604: 1999).
2. Design Verification:
The contractor shall submit design calculations and a Producer Statement –
PS1 (B1 [and B2 where applicable]) - Design (IPENZ-ACENZ form) signed by a
suitably qualified Engineer carrying P.I. cover not less than $100,000, to the
Engineer.
3. Demonstration of Proprietary Products through Precedence and/or Testing:
For proprietary building elements where product selection is from tables, and
calculations are not readily available from the supplier, compliance can be
demonstrated by the submission of sufficient supporting evidence
demonstrating fitness for purpose. Acceptance of such information is at the sole
discretion of the Engineer: no claims will be entertained for time or cost incurred
in obtaining further certifications or insurances from the supplier for the product
or for the substitution of an acceptable alternative.
Supporting evidence will include:
 Tables from which the product selection has been made.
 Design properties, calculations, material properties and/or test
information used to derive the tables, including compliance with any NZ
standards
 Precedent of use: similar projects in which fitness for purpose can be
referenced or examined.
 Written approval from the Local Authority.
Submissions shall be in full for the element/system in question and be to the
satisfaction of the Structural Engineer. Part or incomplete submissions will not be
reviewed.
Supporting documents demonstrating structural/seismic adequacy (PS1, calculations,
shop drawings etc.) shall be submitted for review prior to the installation of the
element. Allow 10 working days for the review of submitted information in relation to
this specification. Submission after materials have been ordered or work begun is at
the contractor’s risk: no claims will be entertained for changes required during the
review process to comply or demonstrate compliance with this specification.
END OF SPECIFICATION
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STRUCTURAL STEELWORKER - STR
STR.1

PRELIMINARY

Refer to the Preliminary and General Clauses of this Specification and to the General
Conditions of Contract which are equally binding on all trades. This section of the
specification shall be read in conjunction with all other sections.

STR.2

SCOPE

The work of this section comprises the supply, fabrication, surface treatment, delivery
and erection of structural steelwork and related items necessary to complete the work
indicated on the contract drawings and as further specified.
It also comprises the supply of all weldplates, bolts and cleats for building into
concrete block walls and insitu concrete.

STR.3

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

All materials and workmanship shall comply with the relevant clauses of NZS
3404:1997 "Steel Structures Standard" unless shown otherwise on the drawings.
All RHS members shall be grade 350.
All UB, UC and PFC members shall be BHP-300Plus.
All other structural steel shall be mild steel to BS 4360 Grade 43A or an approved
equivalent.

STR.4

BOLTS

Supply and fix all bolts necessary for the completion of the steelwork including those
to be cast into concrete or blockwork. All bolts shall be galvanised.
All bolts fixing timber shall be supplied and fixed by CARPENTER.
Bolts and nuts shall comply with AS1111, AS1112 and AS1252.
Bolts shall be of the correct lengths and with a flat or tapered washer under the nut.
Bolting designations used on the drawings are as follows:
M20

-

Metric, 20mm diameter, grade 4.6,
Snug Tight

M20-8.8/S

-

Metric, 20mm diameter, grade 8.8,
Snug Tight

M20-8.8/TF -

Metric, 20mm diameter, grade 8.8, M20-8.8/TB
Fully Tensioned

Burred, damaged, corroded or otherwise unserviceable bolts shall not be used.
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STR.5

NEW EPOXY ANCHORS

Allow to supply and install new epoxy-fixed anchors as shown on the drawings. All
anchors shall be either proprietary grade 5.8 rod or grade 8.8 threaded rod.
Anchors shall be fixed with Ramset Epcon C6 epoxy unless noted otherwise. Drilled
holes in the concrete shall be dry at the time of installation and cleaned out in strict
accordance with the manufacturer’s specification.
Exposed, cut ends of the threaded rod shall be touched up to STR.16.2

STR.6

PROTECT EXISTING EPOXY ANCHORS

The works require site welding to be completed adjacent to existing epoxy-fixed
anchors. The Contractor shall allow to either:
Supply, install and maintain temperature monitoring equipment to the anchors.
Welding shall be staged to prevent the temperature in the anchors exceeding
60 degrees Celsius.
or:
Remove nuts from existing anchors, remove and modify steel work, reinstate
steelwork and nuts.
The Contractor shall submit a written method statement, describing their proposed
procedure, with their tender.

STR.7

TESTING EXISTING EPOXY ANCHORS

Allow to complete bond tests on a random sample of twelve existing epoxy anchors in
the existing brace connections.
Each of these anchors shall be tested as follows:
-

Load to 20 kN, hold for two minutes and measure anchor extension.
Load to 40 kN, hold for two minutes and measure anchor extension.
Load to 60 kN, hold for two minutes and measure anchor extension.
Release load and measure residual extension.
Provide record to the Engineer.

Load cells/pressure gauges are to have current verification of accuracy.
The Engineer shall be notified when the first load test is to take place, such that they
have sufficient opportunity to attend.

STR.8

STEEL SUPPLY

The Contractor shall ascertain at the time of tendering whether the steel sizes detailed
on the drawings will be available on the job. The contractor shall supply with his
tender the source of supply, price list and substitute sizes for those detailed where
shortage of supply is anticipated. Extra cost of substitute sizes required, but not
notified at the time of tender, will be borne by the Contractor.

STR.9

SPLICES

Splices have not been shown on the drawings. Generally, new beams are too shallow
to accommodate bolted splices. The Contractor shall allow for transporting the steel
up the tower in short lengths and completing full-strength butt welds on site to splice
Dunning Thornton Consultants Ltd
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the sections together.
drawing stage.

STR.10

The location of these splices shall be agreed at the shop

DELIVERABLES - SHOP DRAWINGS

The Contractor shall complete a thorough site measure and prepare shop drawings of
all steelwork.
The shop drawings shall include the following information:
• Material sizes and grades.
• Dimensions and tolerances.
• All cleats and stiffeners.
• Shop welding.
• Preparation for site welding/splices.
• Bolting details.
• Finishes.
• Fabrication sequence.
• Layout and fixing of Webforge sheets.
Allow to co-ordinate with architectural drawings, structural drawings, and existing
services and obstructions. The drawings shall be submitted to the Architect and
Structural Engineer for review prior to any fabrication commencing.

STR.11

FABRICATION

The contractor shall confirm, by site measurement, all dimensions that affect
fabrication or setout of all structures or individual members.
Verify also individual member dimensions of any subassembly to confirm compatibility
with the overall structural arrangement.

STR.12

CONNECTIONS

All connections shall be as shown on the drawings. In general these are to be welded.
Welding shall be done by qualified operators and strictly in accordance with
AS/NZS1554.1. Welders shall be certified in accordance with NZS4711. Preparations
of any butt joints shall be discussed in advance with the Engineer. Welding exposed
in the finished building and in particular butt welds of stock lengths shall be neatly
finished.
All butt welds shall be full penetration unless noted otherwise on the drawings.
When RHS or tube members are butt welded an internal RHS or backing steel is
needed to back up the Vee butt weld.

STR.13

SITE WELDING

Where site welding is required facilities shall be provided to obtain the same standard
of workmanship as in the shop. Welding in the air shall be reduced to a minimum by
assembly and erection procedure. All welding in the air shall be from properly
positioned platforms and wherever possible shall be designed to avoid overhead
welding.
Parts to be welded shall be firmly held on jigs or clamps. Tacking bolts or cleats other
than those detailed, shall be provided as needed after discussion with the Engineer. If
required, tacking cleats shall be removed after.
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STR.14

WELDING INSPECTION

The Engineer shall be given reasonable notice when each section of the work is
prepared and ready for welding, and shall be given every opportunity to arrange for
inspection and to satisfy himself as to the competence of the operators and as to the
quality of the work.
Allow the PC sum of $1,000 (One Thousand Dollars) for welding inspection to be
arranged by the Engineer. This may include ultrasonic testing. The Contractor shall
provide all necessary facilities, ladders and light scaffolding required for adequate
inspection and testing.

STR.15

WELDING DEFECTS

Welding defects disclosed by investigation shall be assessed by the Engineer and if
he so instructs be cut out and remade. Joints cut out shall be examined and passed
by the Engineer before rewelding. Welds will not be expected to attain an
unreasonably high standard of perfection, but the weld metal, as deposited shall be
free from cracks, slag inclusion, gross porosity, cavities and other deposition faults.
The weld metal shall be properly fused with the parent metal without serious
undercutting or overlapping at the toes of the weld. The visible surfaces of all welds
shall be clean, regular and of consistently uniform colour.
When welding defects are disclosed, testing of further welds may be ordered at the
contractor's expense. If stiffeners or other concealing details have been added, these
may be required to be removed to permit this additional testing.

STR.16

STEELWORK FINISHES

STR.16.1

General

Corrosion protection shall be in accordance with AS/NZS 2312.
The following sections describe generic steelwork finishes, any of which may be
required on this project.
STR.16.2

Hot Dip Galvanising Coating

Steel items required to be galvanised shall be treated as follows:
Rust and mill scale shall be removed by grit blasting or by chemical means to a clean
steel surface.
The zinc coating shall consist of a uniform layer or commercial pure zinc, free from
abrasions, cracks, blisters, chemical spots or other imperfection and shall adhere
firmly to the surface of the steel.
Galvanising shall be performed to provide a minimum of 600 grams per square metre
(2 oz.sq.ft) of steel surface).
Quality of galvanising shall be in accordance with BS 779, Part 1.
Any galvanising that is damaged by welding or by construction generally shall be
touched up with Zinga Liquid Galvanising applied in accordance with the
manufacturer’s specification. The manufacturer’s specification, entitled Zinc Metal
System, is appended to this specification.
STR.16.3

Refreshed Galvanised Coating
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Steel items required to have their existing galvanised coating ‘refreshed’ shall have
two coats of Zinga Liquid Galvanising applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s
specification. The manufacturer’s specification, entitled Zinga Over Weathered
Galvanising Steel, is appended to this specification.
STR.16.4

Built-in Steelwork

Structural steelwork that is built in and protected from the weather in the finished
building shall be treated as follows:
Degrease with suitable solvent. Remove all weld splatter and flux and grind sharp
edges and weld seams. Power wire brush so that all loose mill scale and rust is
removed to SSPC - SP3.
Cleansing shall be in accordance with NZS1900, Chapter 9.4, Clause 9.4.69.
Shop paint all steelwork except where built into concrete more than 10mm, with
Resene Steel Fab primer. Apply primer by spray to a total thickness of 38 microns
and in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
STR.16.5

Exposed Exterior Steelwork

All structural steelwork that is exposed to the weather in the finished building shall be
treated as follows:
Degrease with suitable solvent, remove all weld splatter and flux and grind sharp
edges and weld seams. Blast clean to SSPC – SP10. Cleaning shall be in
accordance with NZ1900, Chapter 9.4, Clause 9.4.69.
Immediately following shop blasting, apply one spray coat of Resene Inorganic Zinc
Silicate primer (Zincilate 10). Apply thickness of 75 microns to manufacturer’s
recommendations. Colour to be approved by Architect.
Areas damaged by welding or during transport or erection shall be touched up with
Resene Armourzinc 120.
Apply a single coat, 150 microns thick of Resene Armourcoat 510 to manufacturer’s
specification. Colour to be approved by Architect.
Apply top spray coat, 50 microns thick of Resene Ameron Uracryl 403 to
manufacturer’s specifications. Colour to be approved by Architect
STR.16.6

Exposed Interior Steelwork

All structural steelwork which is exposed to view, but protected from the weather shall
be treated as follows:
Degrease with suitable solvent. Remove all weld splatter and flux and grind sharp
edges and weld seams. Blast clean to SSPC - SP10. Cleaning shall be in
accordance with NZS1900, Chapter 9.4, Clause 9.4.69.
Immediately following shop blasting apply one spray coat of Resene Armourcoat 220.
Apply thickness of 38 microns in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.
Apply two top spray coats of 36 microns thick Resene Super Gloss Enamel. Colour to
be approved by Architect.
STR.16.7

Fire Resistant Paint

Items of steel structure which require a paint type fire resistant rating shall be treated
as follows:
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Degrease with suitable solvent. Remove all weld splatter and flux and grind sharp
edges and weld seams. Blast clean to SSPC - SP10. Cleaning shall be in
accordance with NZS1900, Chapter 9.4, Clause 9.4.69.
Paint with proprietary intumescent paint to give specified fire resistance rating (FRR).
Apply two top spray coats of 36 microns thick Resene Super Gloss Enamel. Colour to
be approved by Architect.
STR.16.8

Concrete Encased Steelwork

Steelwork which is cast in and surrounded by concrete shall be left unpainted but shall
be cleaned as follows:
Degrease with suitable solvent. Remove all weld splatter and flux. Power brush so
that all loose mill scale and rust is removed to SSPC – SP3.
STR.16.9

Shop Painting

All preparation and painting described in clauses STR.12.1,2,3,4,5 & 6 shall be carried
out in shop conditions. Steelwork finishes shall not be applied until shop fabrication is
complete.
STR.16.10 Field Painting
Any steelwork finish that is damaged by field welding, drypacking erection and the like
shall be immediately touched up with the affected product, applied in accordance with
the manufacturer's recommendations.
All black bolts, heads and nuts shall be coated with two coats of Resene Armourcoat
220.
The Engineer shall be given sufficient notice to inspect all steelwork finishes before
they are covered with timber or the like.
STR.16.11 Workmanship
All finishes shall be applied by experienced painters and in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations.
STR.16.12 Schedule of Finishes
Item

Relevant Clause No

Existing plating and existing PFC braces
New plating and new PFCs to braces
New floor beams, support angles and stringers

STR.17

16.3
16.2
16.2

HANDLING, DELIVERY TO SITE AND STORAGE

Steelwork shall be handled and stored by methods and appliances that will not
overstress or deform the steelwork or damage the paint coating.

STR.18

ERECTION

STR.18.1

General

Erection procedure and practice shall comply with SA/SNZHB62.
STR.18.2

Lifting Equipment
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Cranes and lifting equipment shall be of adequate capacity, but weights of cranes
working on the concrete floor shall be checked by the Contractor. Any damage
caused shall be repaired at no cost to the principal.
STR.18.3

Safety

The requirements of Statutory Authorities with regard to safety of equipment and
working conditions shall be complied with at all times.
During erection the structure shall be maintained in a stable condition at all times by
use of temporary bracing or guy ropes. Bracing and guy ropes shall be securely fixed.

STR.19

CO-OPERATION

Allow to co-operate with all other contractors and sub-contractors on site.

END OF SECTION
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Notes:
(1) Accelerated consumption of Zinga, like any galvanic coating may occur when exposed to electrical potentials outside the range of -950 to -1050.
(2) Only the above specified solvents can be used or mixed with Zinga.
(3) pH range in immersion: 5.5 pH to 9.5 pH
(4) pH range in atmospheric circumstances: 5.5 pH to 12.5 pH
Notations:
* Does not include allowance for surface profile or wastage and depends on the type of structure being coated and method of application.
^ Provided the surface is still clean and not contaminated.

Comments:
This document must be read in conjunction with the specified coatings Technical Data Sheets.
Contact info@zinga.com.au for further information or assistance if required.

This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or licence of any kind except that it is accurate to the best of Zintec Corrosion Solutions knowledge or obtained by Zintec Corrosion Solutions
from sources believed by it to be accurate and Zintec Corrosion Solutions does not assume any legal responsibility for use of or reliance upon the same. Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. This
information is non-controlled.
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ZINTEC CORROSION SOLUTIONS
COATING SYSTEM RECOMMENDATION

Head Office:
PO Box 216
Moonah TAS 7009
Telephone: (03) 6273 5118
Facsimile: (03) 6273 5119
e-mail: info@zinga.com.au

ZINGA OVER WEATHERED GALVANISED STEEL
Client:
Address:
Contact:

Dunning Thornton Consultants
Level 9, 94 Dixon Street

9 (2)(a).

Project:
Location:
Type:
Phone:

National War memorial
Wellington NZ
Zinga over weathered HDG
+64 (04) 385 0019

Date:
14/12/2011
Reference:
Dunning_Thornton_CSR
Prepared by: 9 (2)(a).
Reviewed by:

Preliminary Cleaning:
If present, remove all oil and grease using ZingaSolv in accordance with instruction sheet. Washing and drying cloths shall be changed regularly.
Surface preparation of weathered galvanising:
Areas of rust: Wet abrasive blast (water pressure minimum 5,000 psi at the nozzle to produce an anchor profile height of Rz 50 to 70 µm, when measuring with replicate tape in accordance AS 3894.5.
Areas of sound weathered HDG: Pressure wash at a minimum 5,000 psi at the nozzle with a minimum flow rate of 30 litres per minute. The cleaned surface shall have a profile height of at least Rz 15 µm on the
weathered galvanised surface when measuring with replicate tape in accordance with AS 3894.5. If profile height is below Rz 15 µm a galvanised steel sweep blast in accordance to AS 1627.4 will be required.
Ensure all zinc corrosion products (ZCP`S) are removed. Use only fresh potable water in surface preparation.
General:
Chloride ion levels on the surface shall not exceed 50 mg/m² when tested in accordance with AS 3894.6.
Surfaces shall be clean, completely free of dust and reasonably dry (no droplets) before painting.
Cleaned surfaces shall be painted within 4 hours or before flash rusting exceeds “medium “. 4 hours after applying the final coat carry out water saturation if required in accordance with instruction sheet.
All welds, bolts, rivets and edges shall be stripe coated before the first coat and it is recommended edges shall have a minimum radius of 2 mm.
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(microns)
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DRY
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First Coat:
Zinga Liquid Galvanising

Spray

Full

Single
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m² per kg
2.4

Brush
Finish Coat:
Zinga Liquid Galvanising

Spray
Brush
Roller

Full

Single

155

90

W/S
80%

m² per kg
2.4

ZingaSolv

ZingaSolv

N/A

ZingaSolv

ZingaSolv
N/A
N/A

ZingaSolv
ZingaSolv
ZingaSolv

N/A

1
Hour

No Limit
^

N/A

1
Hour

No Limit
^

This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or licence of any kind except that it is accurate to the best of Zintec Corrosion Solutions knowledge or obtained by Zintec Corrosion Solutions
from sources believed by it to be accurate and Zintec Corrosion Solutions does not assume any legal responsibility for use of or reliance upon the same. Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. This
information is non-controlled.
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Notes:
(1) Accelerated consumption of Zinga, like any galvanic coating may occur when exposed to electrical potentials outside the range of -950 to -1050mV.
(2) Only the above specified solvents can be used or mixed with Zinga.
(3) pH range in immersion: 5.5 pH to 9.5 pH
(4) pH range in atmospheric circumstances: 5.5 pH to 12.5 pH
Notations:
* Does not include allowance for surface profile or wastage and depends on the type of structure being coated and method of application.
^ Provided the surface is still clean and not contaminated.

Comments:
This document must be read in conjunction with the specified coatings Technical Data Sheets.
Contact info@zinga.com.au for further information or assistance if required.

This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or licence of any kind except that it is accurate to the best of Zintec Corrosion Solutions knowledge or obtained by Zintec Corrosion Solutions
from sources believed by it to be accurate and Zintec Corrosion Solutions does not assume any legal responsibility for use of or reliance upon the same. Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. This
information is non-controlled.
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6825 CR

CONCRETE REPAIR – CR
CR.1

PRELIMINARY
Refer to the General Conditions of Contract which are equally binding on all trades.
This section of the specification shall be read in conjunction with all other sections.

CR.2

SCOPE & QUALITY OF WORK
The existing Carillion Tower was constructed in the 1930’s. The concrete to the
Tower was replastered in the 1980’s and a cathodic protection system was also
installed about this time.
Recent investigations by Opus Consultants Ltd have reported spalling of concrete to
exterior and interior surfaces. This spalling is likely to be caused by reinforcement
corrosion.
This specification covers concrete and reinforcement repairs required to address the
observed spalling.
In order that the repairs are able to give the greatest longevitity before further remedial
work is required the repair work must be undertaken to the highest standard by
experienced tradesmen in concrete repair.

CR.3

IDENTIFICATION OF REPAIR AREAS
Areas of spalling concrete have been identified by personnel from Opus Consultants
Ltd. They will mark out the extent of the concrete area to be broken back to allow
examination of the repair type. Should, after breaking back the area of repair, the
Contractor find spalling concrete beyond the designated repair area the Contractor
shall contact the Engineer for instructions.

CR.4

REPAIR METHODOLOGIES

CR.4.1

General

The Contractor shall break back the designated area of concrete to expose the
corroded reinforcement. This will involve breaking back behind reinforcement to
achieve a clearance around the corroded bar of 15-20mm. The break back should
extend laterally along the bar in each direction until: i) the bar is embedded in sound
concrete only; and ii) a corrosion-free length of steel at least 50mm long has been
exposed at both ends or as directed by the Engineer. This procedure should be
carried out on any reinforcement encountered with near ubiquitous minor corrosion or
worse. The Contractor shall ensure loose concrete and dust is adequately collected
during breaking back so that it cannot become a hazard or become airbourne.
Collector chutes, mist spraying etc may be required to achieve this. It is expected all
breaking back will be undertaken with by using hyperbaric water blasting to limit the
formation of micro cracking to existing concrete. Pneumatic hammers are not
permitted unless specifically instructed by the Engineer.
Power wire brush the corroded reinforcing to remove rust until clean metal is
achieved. The reinforcing will need to be visually assessed by the Engineer to
determine the extent of the corrosion and the quantity of parent metal left.
CR.4.2

Repair Methods

Depending on the extent of the loss of parent metal to reinforcement the repair
method will vary as follows:
Dunning Thornton Consultants Ltd
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6825 CR
CR.4.2.1

Type 1 Repair

If bars have been reduced to no less than 3/4 of the diameter of the original parent
metal of the existing bar, the broken back concrete surface and bar can be cleaned off
and coated with the bonding/antirusting coating Sika Monotop 910-N, or similar
approved. The concrete cover shall be returned with a high build mortar meeting the
requirements of class R4 of European Norm EN1504-3, Sika Monotop 352-N or
similar approved.
CR.4.2.2

Type 2 Repair

If bars have been reduced to less than 3/4 of the diameter of the original parent metal
weld in a new section of D20 bar lapping 200mm each end clear of the corroded
section. Provide a 200mm long lap weld in accordance with AS/NZS1554.3:2002 from
the new to the existing reinforcement at each end of the new bar. Treat the broken
back concrete surface and bar with Sika Monotop 910 N (or similar approved) after
first applying a Monotop primer coat to reinforcement. The concrete cover shall be
returned with a high build mortar as per a Type 1 repair when the bonding coat to
reinforcement and concrete is still wet..
CR.4.2.3

Type 3 Repair

Should the repair area be greater than 500mm x 500mm it is likely to be more
economical to reinstate concrete covers with high strength grout in lieu of trowelled
mortar. In this instance after completing Type 1 or 2 repairs thoroughly soak the
repair area with water for six hours. Immediately prior to casting abrasive clean the
reinforcement by high pressure water blasting, install a concrete form and fill with Sika
MonoTop-438 R.
CR.4.2.4

Galvashield Zinc Anodes

At each repair area at least one Galvashield XP zinc anode shall be installed in
accordance with the attached Galvashield specification. These shall be installed by
experienced tradespeople and tested for resistivity in accordance with the
specification.

CR.5

REPAIR PRODUCTS
Ensure at all times the suppliers specification for mixing and application are followed.
Substitute products shall not be used unless approved by the Engineer.

CR.6

FINISHED SURFACE
The finished surface of the repair mortar or grout will receive a specialist plaster finish.
Allow to coordinate with the Architect and plaster applicator on the particular finish
required.

CR.7

RECORD KEEPING
The Contractor shall maintain adequate records of each repaired area to enable
review by the Quantity Surveyor. This shall include:
1)
2)
3)

On site measurement of the area and average depth of the broken back
concrete at each location.
Photographic evidence of each repair area following breaking back of the
concrete and after any new lap bars are installed.
A register of whether type 1, 2 or 3 repair was undertaken.
Dunning Thornton Consultants Ltd
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4)

CR.8

Marked up building elevations showing clearly where repairs were undertaken.
This shall be referenced in a clear manner to records of each repair area.

WARRANTIES
Following completion of the works, the contractor shall supply a 10 year warranty for
the repair works. This warranty shall accompany the Contractors records and shall be
supplied to the Engineer.

CR.9

PRECAST LATTICE PANELS
The existing precast lattice panels are cracked in several locations. Allow to breakout
three locations where reinforcement corrosion is likely and investigate the condition of
the existing reinforcing. The aggregate shall be salvaged during this breakout and
used to reinstate the patch, to the satisfaction of the Architect.
If the existing reinforcing is found to be in an acceptable condition, the cracks in the
precast shall be filled with cementitious grout such as Sikagrout 212.

CR.10

LEAN CONCRETE

Areas of ‘lean’ concrete identified by Opus Consultants Ltd shall be broken out and
repaired with Sikagrout 212 such that all voids are filled. Allow to treat corroded
reinforcement as per CR.4, and soak the repair area as per CR.4.2.3.

CR.11

COOPERATION

Allow to co-operate with all other contractors and sub-contractors on site.

END OF SPECIFICATION
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APPENDIX TO 6825 CR - EMBEDDED GALVANIC ANODES

Galvashield® XP4 Embedded Galvanic Anodes
For Corrosion Prevention or Corrosion Control in Concrete Rehabilitation
SECTION 03700 – EMBEDDED GALVANIC ANODES

PART 1
1.01

GENERAL
Related Documents
A.

1.02

1.03

Refer to the General Conditions of Contract which are equally binding on all
trades. This section of the specification shall be read in conjunction with all
other sections.

Summary
A.

This Section includes furnishing all labor, tools, materials, equipment and
services necessary to properly install embedded galvanic anodes.

B.

Embedded galvanic anodes are designed to provide localized corrosion
protection. When placed at the appropriate spacing along the perimeter of
concrete patches or along the interface between new/existing concrete, the
anodes mitigate the formation of new corrosion sites in the existing concrete in
adjacent areas.

References
A.

ACI/ICRI 2008 Concrete Repair Manual

B.

ACI Guideline No. 222 – Corrosion of Metals in Concrete

C.

ICRI Guideline 310.1R-2008 Guide for Surface Preparation for the Repair of
Deteriorated Concrete resulting from Reinforcing Steel Corrosion

D.

ASTM A615/A615M-09 Standard Specification for Deformed and Plain Billet-Steel
Bar for Concrete Reinforcement

E.

ASTM B6-09 - Standard Specification for Zinc

F.

ASTM B418-09 – Standard Specification for Cast and Wrought Galvanic Zinc
Anodes
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PART 2
2.01

PRODUCTS
Materials
A.

Embedded galvanic anodes shall have the following nomination dimension: 4.7
in. long by 2.5 in. wide by 1.2 in. deep (120 mm x 65 mm x 30 mm), premanufactured, and consist of a minimum of 5.6 oz (160 grams) of zinc in
compliance in compliance with ASTM B418 Type II (Z13000) and ASTM B6
Special High Grade (Z13001) with iron content of 15 ppm or less cast around a
pair of heat treated, uncoated steel tie wires and encased in a highly alkaline
cementitious shell with a pH of 14 or greater. The anode unit shall contain no
added sulfate nor shall it contain chloride, bromide or other constituents that are
corrosive to reinforcing steel. Anode units shall be supplied with integral
unspliced wires with loop ties for directly tying to the reinforcing steel.
Embedded galvanic anodes shall be Galvashield XP4, or approved equivalent.
Application for equiavlents to include:
1. A highly alkaline cementitious shell with a pH of 14 or greater
2. Provide a minimum of 10 years service life (in similar environment)
3. Contain no added constituents corrosive to reinforcing steel or detrimental to
concrete, e.g. chloride, bromide, sulfates, etc.
4. Proven track record showing a minimum of 10 years satisfactory field
performance
5. A minimum of three projects of similar size and application
6. Anode units shall be supplied with solid zinc (ASTM B6 Special High Grade)
core cast around annealed uncoated steel tie wires for tying to the
reinforcing steel
7. Anode units shall be supplied with integral unspliced tie wires such that the
zinc anode is connected to the reinforcement with a continuous, unspliced
wire
8. Third party product evaluation, such as from Concrete Innovations Appraisal
Service, BBA, etc.

B.

Repair mortars, concrete and bonding agents shall be Portland cement-based
materials with suitable electrical conductivity less than 15,000 ohm-cm. Nonconductive repair materials such as epoxy, urethane, or magnesium phosphate
shall not be permitted. Anodes used with higher resistance repair materials shall
be embedded in Galvashield Embedding Mortar to create a conductive bridge to
the substrate prior to repair material installation.

C.

Deformed bars for reinforcement shall be Grade 300 hot-rolled steel
manufactured by Pacific Steel.

D.

Deliver, store, and handle all materials in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions.
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PART 3
3.01

3.02

3.03

3.04

EXECUTION
Concrete Removal
A.

Remove loose or delaminated concrete.

B.

Undercut all exposed reinforcing by removing concrete from the full
circumference of the steel as per ICRI R310.1R. The minimum clearance
between the concrete substrate and reinforcing steel shall be ¾ inch (19 mm) or
¼ inch (6 mm) larger than the top size aggregate in the repair material,
whichever is greater.

C.

Concrete removal shall continue along the reinforcing steel until there are no
visible signs of corrosion as per ICRI R310.1R.

Cleaning and Repair of Reinforcing Steel
A.

Clean exposed reinforcing steel of rust, mortar, etc. to provide sufficient
electrical connection and mechanical bond.

B.

If significant reduction in the cross section of the reinforcing steel has occurred,
replace or install supplemental reinforcement as directed by the engineer.

C.

Secure loose reinforcing steel by tying tightly to other bars with steel tie wire.

Edge and Surface Conditioning of Concrete
A.

Concrete patches shall be square or rectangular in shape with squared corners.

B.

Saw cut the patch boundary ½ inch (13 mm) deep or less if required to avoid
cutting reinforcing steel.

C.

Create a clean, sound substrate by removing bond-inhibiting materials from the
concrete substrate by high pressure water blasting or abrasive blasting.

Galvanic Anode Installation
A.

Install anode units and repair material immediately following preparation and
cleaning of the steel reinforcement.

B.

Galvanic anodes shall be installed along the perimeter of the repair or interface
at a maximum spacing of 500 mm as specified on the drawings. Anode spacing
will vary with changes in the reinforcing steel density, the level of chloride in the
structure and the corrosively of the local environment, etc.

C.

Place the galvanic anodes as close as possible to the patch edge while providing
sufficient clearance between anodes and substrate to allow repair material to
encase anode.

D.

The tie wires shall be wrapped around the cleaned reinforcing steel multiple
times in opposite directions and then twisted tight using a rebar tie wire twisting
tool or pliers to allow little or no anode movement during concrete placement.
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3.05

1.

Whenever possible, place the anode such that the preformed BarFit
groove fits along the bar.

2.

If less than 1 inch (25 mm) of concrete cover is expected, place anode
beside or beneath the bar and secure to clean reinforcing steel.

3.

If sufficient concrete cover exists, the anode may be placed along a
single bar or at the intersection between two bars and secured to each
clean bar.

E.

If repair materials with resistivity greater than 15,000 ohm-cm are to be used or
the resistivity is unknown, create a conductive grout bridge between the anode
and the substrate. Pack Galvashield Embedding Mortar to cover minimum area
of 4 in (100mm) in diameter between the anode and the substrate concrete
ensuring no voids exist.

F.

Electrical Continuity
1.

Confirm electrical connection between anode tie wire and reinforcing
steel by measuring DC resistance (ohm,Ω) or potential (mV) with a
multi-meter.

2.

Electrical connection is acceptable if the DC resistance measured with
multi-meter is less than 1 Ω or the DC potential is less than 1 mV.

3.

Confirm electrical continuity of the exposed reinforcing steel within the
repair area. If necessary, electrical continuity shall be established with
steel tie wire.

4.

Electrical continuity between test areas is acceptable if the DC resistance
measured with multi-meter is less than 1 Ω or the potential is less than 1
mV.

Concrete or Mortar Replacement
A.

Pre-wet the concrete surface and the anode units to achieve a saturated surface
dry condition, and then complete the repair. Do not soak the anode units for
greater than 20 minutes.

B.

Repair materials with significant polymer modification and/or silica fume content
may have high resistivity. Similarly, if bonding agents are used, they shall have
suitable conductivity. Insulating materials such as epoxy bonding agents shall
not be used unless otherwise called for in the design.

C.

Following normal concrete repair procedures complete the repair with the repair
material, taking care not to create any air voids around the anode.

END OF SECTION
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1

Introduction

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T+T) has been engaged by Ministry of Heritage and Culture in accordance with
our proposal of 29 January 2019 (signed 22 March 2019) to provide geotechnical services to support
the detailed seismic assessment (DSA) of the bell frames within the carillon tower at the National
War Memorial. The DSA is being undertaken by Dunning Thornton Consultants (DTC).
This report provides, for the purpose of structural and geotechnical assessment for earthquake
shaking:
1

Seismic site subsoil class based on NZS1170.5 and available geotechnical information.

2

Foundation bearing capacity and vertical spring stiffness of the tower foundation based on
available geotechnical information.
Selection and scaling of time histories for use in non-linear time history analysis by the project
structural engineer. The time histories have been scaled to the target spectral acceleration
based on NZS 1170.5:2004

3

This geotechnical assessment has been undertaken generally in line with Section C4: Geotechnical
Considerations, The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings Guideline July 2017. In accordance with
that guideline, this assessment is focussed on geotechnical aspects which could influence the
behaviour of the structure with respect to life safety. Serviceability aspects are not considered.
Parameters provided in this report are not to be used for design.
The GNS report for the nearby Arras Tunnel site1 (GNS 2012/320) has been referenced in this report
in relation to local geology and site characteristics. The 2012/320 report has been prepared for URS
NZ Ltd and the Memorial Park Alliance with the Ministry of Heritage and Culture as the client. This
report is attached as Appendix C.

2

Site description

The Carillon Tower is a 51 m high tower that houses the bell frames and carillon, located on the
northern side and adjoining with the Wellington War Memorial Monument Vestibule. The tower is
situated near the crest of a local ridge, on moderately sloping land that extends down in a northerly
direction. The tower is bound to the North, east and west by paved areas and staircases and the Hall
of memories building to the south.
The bell frames and Carillon tower share the same foundation. The total foundation footprint is
approximately 130m2. A site plan and relevant foundation drawings (sourced from DTC) are provided
in Appendix A.

3

Geological and tectonic setting

3.1

Local geology

Based on the 1:50,000 geological map of Wellington2 and our current understanding of the local
geomorphology, the site appears to be located on a ridge of weathered greywacke. Alluvial infilled
valleys extend around the eastern, southern and western sides of this ridge.

GNS (December 2012)- Seismic hazard assessment and accelerograms for the Wellington Basin Reserve underpass. GNS
Science Consultancy Report 2012/320.
2 GNS (1996) Geological Map of the Wellington Area 1:50,000
1
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3
Geotechnical subsurface investigation including 3 CPTs and 1 borehole were carried out in May 2014
in the vicinity as part of the Hall of Memories seismic strengthening project. 3 Based on the site
investigations and our knowledge of the site, inferred soil profile at the site is summarised in Table
3.1 below. Relevant investigation logs are presented in Appendix B.
Table 3.1:

Inferred geological profile

Geological Unit

Depth to top of
layer (m)

Layer thickness (m)

SPT N

qc (MPa)

Topsoil/ Fill

0

0.3-0.5

n/a

n/a

Residual soil and
completely
weathered
Greywacke rock

0.3-0.5

>9

10 to 30

1 to 3

Highly weathered (or
less weathered)
Greywacke

Assumed to be at 15-30 m depth at the site based on the GNS report for Arras
tunnel. All site investigations for Hall of Memories terminated before encountering
highly weathered rock

Note: Groundwater not encountered in any of the site investigations for Hall of Memories. These
investigations extended to 8m depth

3.2

Regional tectonic setting

New Zealand lies along the boundary between the Australian and Pacific tectonic plates. In the
North Island, the relative displacement between these plates is taken up along the Hikurangi
subduction zone off the east coast, where the Pacific plate is moving under the Australian plate at an
estimated rate of about 40 mm per year (Stirling et al., 2012 4). This relative plate motion is
expressed by a large number of active faults and a high rate of earthquakes. The Hikurangi
subduction interface is located at approximately 25-30 km beneath Wellington City.
Wellington is located in a region of high seismicity. The plate motion described above has caused the
breakup of the crust into several large pieces separated by fault lines (refer Figure 3-1). These faults
(among others) include the Wellington, Wairarapa and Ohariu faults. In particular, the site is
approximately 2.2 km southeast from the mapped trace of the Wellington-Hutt Valley segment of
the Wellington Fault, an active dextral reverse fault.

Tonkin + Taylor (May 2014) - Hall of Memories Seismic Strengthening Geotechnical Investigative & Design Report. Ref:
85822
3

4 Stirling, M., McVerry, G. H., & Berryman, K. R. (2002). A new seismic hazard model for New Zealand. Bulletin
of Seismological Society of America, 92, 1878–1903.
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Figure 3-1: Graphical depiction of subduction interface beneath Wellington and the crustal Wellington and
Wairarapa faults (sourced from GNS Science)

3.3

Seismic site subsoil class

Conclusion

Information reviewed

• Site subsoil class is assessed to be Class C - Shallow soil site; based on
available geotechnical data.
• Level of certainty in the above assessment is high.
• Further investigations are not expected to change this assessment.

• NZS1170.5:2004
• GNS report

3.4

Liquefaction/Lateral spread

Risk of liquefaction and lateral spreading is assessed to be low based on the groundwater table.

3.5

Slope Stability

Slopes have an overall angle below the horizontal of 9° and height of 2m. Seismic slope stability of
slopes around the Carillon tower has not been analysed as part of this assessment. Global instability
under seismic conditions is not expected. However, the influence of the slope on bearing capacity
has been considered in bearing assessment.

4

Time history selection and scaling

Time history selection and scaling have been carried out to provide earthquake accelerograms for
DTC’s dynamic structural analysis. These accelerograms are intended to match the seismological
signature of the site and characteristics of the earthquake hazard – based on our knowledge of the
site and our experience in doing Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) studies around
Wellington in similar sites.
The following sections describe the selection, and scaling methodology used, and summarise the
results.
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4.1

Methodology and inputs

The following method was used for the selection, scaling and processing of time histories:
1

Summarise Carillon Tower site characteristics,

2

Select the site’s design response spectrum to be used as a basis for time history selection and
scaling based on NZS 1170.5:2004 Class C site,
Summarise the fault sources relevant to the seismic hazard at the site and the percentage
contributions,

3
4
5

Determine the structural period ranges of interest for scaling (provided by DTC ),
Select accelerograms that represent the site characteristics and seismic hazard of the site. The
accelerograms are sourced from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER)
ground motion database and various organisations that hold subduction earthquake data,
Determine K1 (record scale factors), K2 (family-scale factors) and D1 values as defined in
NZS1170.5 (Standards NZ, 2004) and NZSEE base isolation guidelines (2019),

6
7
8

Score records over the period range of interest using the method of Oyarzo-Vera et al. (2012),
Select seven principal records considering the following:
a
b

Fault type - target 3 subduction records, 2 crustal records and 2 crustal records with
forward directivity,
Oyarzo-Vera et al. (2012) scoring for the Teff = 2.0 and 2.5s period ranges of interest,

c
d

Scaling values – aim for lower scaling values,
Site characteristics.

Note: Based on discussions with DTC, the time history scaling methodology above has adopted
recommendations provided in the NZSEE base isolation guideline (2019).

4.1.1

Site Geotechnical characteristics

Table 4.1 below details the site characteristics present for the Carillon tower. This information is
based on the GNS 2012/320 report
Table 4.1:

Site characteristics

Location/Struct
ure

NZS 1170.5 Site
subsoil class

Site Period
(s)

Vs30 (m/s)1

Soil Profile Description

Carillon Tower

C

0.2 to 0.5

250 to 400

Recent fill, residual soil and complete
weathered Greywacke rock overlaying
Highly weathered (or less weathered)
Greywacke rock (15-30 m depth)
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4.1.2

Target response spectra

Figure 4-1: Target response spectra for time history scaling, 1000 year return period event based on NZS
1170.5:2004

4.1.3

Contribution to the seismic hazard

Based on our experience doing PSHA studies in nearby sites, we consider the following
deaggregation for use in the time history analysis.
Table 4.2:

Adopted deaggregation of seismic hazard at the site
Expected
contribution to
1000-year
Probability of
Exceedance

Example relevant
fault source

Strike slip

50%

Subduction
interface

50%

Fault Type

Magnitude, Mw

Rrup (km)

WHV segment Wellington Fault

7.5

2.2

Hikurangi
Wellington
Segment - Min

8.1

25

Three subduction zone and four crustal earthquake time history records (two of which exhibit
forward directivity) have been selected. This split has been selected to test building response against
a range of potential earthquake motion types.
Selection of causal parameters for time history selection has considered the work of Tarbali &
Bradley (2014) where causal parameters were derived for Wellington, Wairarapa and Ohariu fault
ruptures using the generalised conditional intensity measure approach
Considering Tarbali & Bradley (2014), deaggregation results and site characteristics, the following
ranges of causal parameters were used for time history selection:
•

Vs30 between 200 m/s and 450 m/s

•

MW between 6.4 and 9.2
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•

Source-to-site distance Rrup <30km

4.1.4

Structural period

The structural period of interest has been provided by DTC as:
•

2.0s for the 1 in 1000 year event in the transverse direction

•

2.5s for the 1 in 1000 year event in the longitudinal direction

Table 4.3:

Periods of interest for record scaling

Direction

Period

Min 0.4Teff or T1,elastic

1.2Teff

Transverse

2

0.8

2.4

Longitudinal

2.5

1

3

4.2

Results

The following tables and figures provide the results of the time history selection and scaling.
•

Table 4.4 provides the principal accelerogram records selected for Carillon Tower, including
the record characteristics and Oyarzo-Vera et al. (2012) spectral shape fit scoring,

•

Figures 4-2 to 4-5 provide plots of both the primary and secondary scaled horizontal
components at Teff =2.0s and Teff =2.5s, corresponding to the 1 in 1000 year event for Carillon
Tower

•

Table 4.5 provides the k1 factors for principal accelerograms records selected for Carillon
Tower

•

Table 4.6 provides the k2 factors for principal accelerograms records selected for Carillon
Tower

•

Table 4.7 presents record names and orientation
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Table 4.4:

Principal 7 selected accelerogram records

Record ID

Earthquake Name

Year

Station

Mw

Event Mechanism

Pulse (forward
directivity)

Rrup (km)

Vs30
(m/s)

Oyarzo-Vera et
al. (2012) score

RSN-5823

El Mayor-Cucapah,
Mexico

2010

Chihuahua

7.2

Strike Slip

No

19

242

7

RSN-1495

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU055

7.62

Reverse Oblique

No

6

359

8

RSN-1085

Northridge-01

1994

Sylmar Converter Sta
East

6.69

Reverse

Yes

5

371

8

RSN-1528

Chi-Chi, Taiwan

1999

TCU101

7.62

Reverse Oblique

Yes

2

389

8

MYG006

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Furukawa

9

Subduction
interface

N/A

175

147

2

MYG015

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Twanuma

9

Subduction
interface

N/A

174

211

6

FKS017

Tohoku, Japan

2011

Sukagawa

9

Subduction
interface

N/A

237

237

1
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Figure 4-2: Scaled response spectra plots for the primary component of the selected 7 accelerogram records for Teff=2.0s. Records have been scaled here to the 1/1000 year
event spectra.

Figure 4-3: Scaled response spectra plots for the secondary component of the selected 7 accelerogram records for Teff=2.0s. Records have been scaled here to the 1/1000
year event spectra.
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Figure 4-4: Scaled response spectra plots for the primary component of the selected 7 accelerogram records for Teff=2.5s. Records have been scaled here to the 1/1000 year
event spectra.

Figure 4-5: Scaled response spectra plots for the secondary component of the selected 7 accelerogram records for Teff=2.5s. Records have been scaled here to the 1/1000
year event spectra.
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Table 4.5: Principal 7 accelerogram records – record scaling factors and primary components for
the 1/1000 year spectra.
k1
Principal 7 Records
Record ID

Primary Components

Teff=2.0

Teff=2.5

Teff=2.0

Teff=2.5

RSN-5823

1.80

2.04

H1

H1

RSN-1495

1.81

1.83

H1

H2

RSN-1085

0.69

0.78

H1

H1

RSN-1528

2.00

2.03

H2

H2

MYG006

0.53

0.57

H2

H2

MYG015

0.87

0.89

H1

H1

FKS017

1.27

1.42

H1

H1

Table 4.6:

Principal family scaling factors k2
K2
Principal 7 Records
Record ID

Selected Principal 7

Teff=2.0
1.02

Teff=2.5
1.26

Note: k2 has been determined in accordance with NZSEE (2019) whereby ‘k2 ≥ 1.0 shall be selected such that the envelope
of the scaled record spectra (when there are fewer than seven records) or their average (when there are seven or more
records) reaches or exceeds 0.9 times.

Table 4.7:

Filename of records vs Orientation

Record ID

Horizontal-1 Filename

RSN-5823

RSN5823_SIERRA.MEX_CHI000 RSN5823_SIERRA.MEX_CHI090

RSN-1495

RSN1495_CHICHI_TCU055-E

RSN1495_CHICHI_TCU055-N

RSN-1085

RSN1085_NORTHR_SCE011

RSN1085_NORTHR_SCE281

RSN-1528

RSN1528_CHICHI_TCU101-E

RSN1528_CHICHI_TCU101-N

MYG006

MYG015 N-S

MYG015 E-W

MYG015

MYG006 N-S

MYG006 E-W

FKS017

FKS017 N-S

FKS017 E-W

4.2.1

Horizontal-2 Filename

Record scaling

NZS 1170.5 recommends scaling factors of 0.3 to 3 to be used. However, when considering large
subduction events and a high level of seismic hazard, scaling factors larger than 3 are often required.
The approach taken for this study has been to favour spectral shape and seismic causal parameters
over k1 scaling factor criteria. This is understood to now be accepted practice in time history
selection and scaling in New Zealand.

4.2.2

Record processing

Crustal earthquake accelerograms have been provided as sourced from the PEER database. These
records have been processed by PEER as per Darragh et al. (2014) and described in Chiou et al.
(2008) for end-use. The four subduction earthquake accelerograms, however, have been sourced as
unprocessed records from:
•

Japan NIED KNET database

•

Terremotos – Chilean Government Earthquake database

•

Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data database

Processing of these records via baseline correction and filtering has been carried out following the
PEER methodology and approach described in Boore & Bommer (2004). Processing has utilised
SeismoSignal Version 2016 by Seismosoft.
4.2.2.1
Baseline Correction
Baseline correction has been carried out through subtraction of polynomials fitted to the
acceleration trace with a quadratic fit. The Fourier amplitude spectra and integrated
velocities/displacements have then been examined to confirm that velocities/displacements appear
physical and that baseline correction has not removed substantial low-frequency signal from the
records.
4.2.2.2
Filtering
Low cut and high cut filtering have been carried out using fourth-order causal Butterworth filters.
Corner frequencies for these cuts have been selected by visual examination of the Fourier amplitude
spectra and integrated velocities/displacements. Filtering has used a low cut frequency of 0.2Hz and
a high cut frequency of 50 Hz

4.2.3

Record orientation

The target spectra has spectral accelerations in larger-of-two horizontal component format (SA Larger)
for consistency with NZS1170.5 spectra. Records have been scaled to this spectra based on their asrecorded orthogonal components. Time histories that exhibit directionality over the structural
period range of interest may result in a directional response in the structural time history analysis.
DTC should consider this when calculating engineering demand parameters from time history
analysis.
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Foundation bearing capacity and vertical stiffness

5.1

Conclusions

Vertical load-displacement behaviour is to be considered in assessing the existing foundations.
Strength reduction factors (SRF) are not applied in line with Section C4 of the Assessment
Guidelines.
Vertical subgrade spring stiffness (k s) of 1250MN/m may be adopted for assessment. A sensitivity
check of a soft spring of 600MN/m and stiff spring of 3000MN/m should be considered.
Figure 5.1 shows the vertical load versus displacement for the foundation. The ultimate vertical
capacity is dependent on the direction of loading. The capacities had been assessed for both total
and effective stress parameters. This is discussed further in section 5.3. The maximum vertical
capacities in Figure 5.1 are based on total stress parameters.

Figure 5.1: Displacement with vertical load

We understand from DTC that the stiffness of soil beneath the foundation will be modelled as a
single spring in their structural analysis. This spring should be applied at the centroid of the stress
block. The area of stress block should be based on the bearing pressures provided in Table 5.2. A
sketch indicating the location of the vertical soil spring, as provided by DTC, is presented in Figure
5.2 below.

Figure 5.2: Location of applied vertical soil spring in the structural analysis, as provided by DTC

5.2

Loads

The Carillon tower and bell frame appear to share the same foundation based on structural drawings
provided to us by DTC.
Structural loads applied to the foundation provided by DTC are summarised in Table 5.1. We
understand that these loads have been assessed by DTC assuming a rigid base condition under the
design level of shaking based on NZS1170.5:2004. A key plan, as provided by DTC, is shown in Figure
5.3. Foundation plan and schematic cross-sections are provided in figures 5.4 and 5.5
Assessed loads from the self-weight of the foundation calculated by T+T are presented in Table 5.1.
100% of the assessed lateral load from the foundation inertia has been assumed to act in
conjunction with the structural loads. For assessment of inertial loads of the foundation, the peak
ground acceleration (PGA) has been assessed as 0.59g assuming an importance level 3 with a 50year design life based on NZS1170.5:2004.
Table 5.1:

Loads from structure and foundation
Structural loads applied to the foundation
provided by DTC

Assessed foundation selfweight loads by T+T

Vertical load
from the
structure, Vs
(kN)

Lateral load
from the
structure, Ls
(kN)

Moment
(kNm)

Vertical from
the
foundation,
VF (kN)

Lateral load
from the
foundation,
LF (kN)

Case A: Transverse
(East/West)

18,500

6,000

120,000

10,200

6,050

Case B: Longitudinal (to
the south)

18,500

6,000

95,000

10,200

6,050

Case C: Longitudinal (to
the north)

18,500

6,000

95,000

10,200

6,050

Load Direction

Note: The total load applied to the foundation subgrade comprises the sum of the “structural loads” and
the “foundation self-weight loads”.

Figure 5.3: Key plan as provided by DTC
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5.3

Bearing capacities

The foundation is an irregularly shaped (Refer Figure 5.4 below) raft with 1.3 to 4.5 m embedment
depth below the ground surface. The embedment depth varies due to the sloping ground to the
north, as shown in schematic cross-sections AA and BB in Figure 5.5. Seismic bearing capacity has
been calculated, assuming that the foundation is a rigid body. If this is not the case, the structural
engineer is to notify T+T, and additional analysis has to be carried out to check bearing capacity.
The bearing capacity calculation has been assessed in accordance with the Verification Method
B1/VM45. In line with Section C4 of the Assessment Guidelines, the capacities presented in this
section need not be reduced by a strength reduction factor.

Figure 5.4: Foundation plan – Source DTC

“Acceptable Solution and Verification Methods for New Zealand Building Code Clause B1”, Edition 1, Amendment 18,
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 27 June 2019.
5

Figure 5.5: Schematic cross-sections AA and BB.

The assessed available vertical bearing capacity for existing foundations is presented in Table 5.2.
These assessed values assume ground model presented in Table 3.1.
Bearing capacities have been assessed for both total and effective stress conditions. If the bearing
capacities in Table 5.2 are critical to the structural assessment, this should be discussed with the
geotechnical engineer to allow consideration of soil – foundations - structure behaviour at loads
beyond those values. If the bearing pressures exceed the values in Table 5.2, this should be
discussed with the geotechnical engineer to allow recalculation of vertical subgrade spring
stiffnesses.
Table 5.2:

Assessed bearing capacity of the foundation
Assessed bearing pressure

Assessed bearing capacity (kPa)2

Effective
width of
bearing, B’
(m)

Bearing
pressure
(kPa)

Total Stress
Parameters

Effective
Stress
Parameters

Static

-

250

1,300

4,250

Seismic -Case A: Transverse loading
Foundation overturning in the EW
direction

4.9

650

950

1,700

Seismic -Case B: Longitudinal Direction
Foundation Overturning to south

2.6

1,050

1,350

3,000

Seismic -Case C: Longitudinal Direction
Foundation Overturning to north1

6.2

450

750

1,000

Foundation size

1 Inclined ground in front of the footing is assumed
2 SRF=1
The “assessed bearing pressures” presented in Table 5.2 assume the vertical loads presented in Table 5.1 and a
rectangular stress block. The effective width of bearing “B” is indicated in Table 5.2.
The “assessed bearing capacities” allow for
• The ground model presented in Table 3.1
• The ground surface profiles presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5
• The combination of lateral and vertical loading (inclined load) presented in Table 5.1
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Note that the assessed bearing pressures are less than the assessed bearing capacities.

5.4

Lateral capacities

The passive soil resistance and base friction resistance of the foundation have been assessed and
shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3:

Assessed lateral capacity

Load Direction

Passive
Resistance, Rp
(kN)

Base Friction (kN)

Total Lateral
Capacity (kN)

Case A: Transverse
(East/West)

5,500

11,200

16,700

Case B: Longitudinal
(to the south)

10,600

11,200

21,800

Case C: Longitudinal
(to the north)

1,300

11,200

12,500

The available lateral capacities exceed the assessed lateral loads presented in Table 5.1.

6

Conclusions

Time histories for structural analysis have been selected and scaled based on the target spectra
obtained from this PSHA. Information required for time history analysis has been provided in Section
5 of this report. Time history records can be found in a zip file at the following link:
https://transfer.tonkinandtaylorgroup.com/message/BF6PAkOgXau6GHhPVK1pItv
Parameters of foundation subgrade capacity and stiffness are provided for the structural analysis.

7

Further work

The following further work is to be carried out relating to this assessment:
•

Meeting between T+T and DTC to discuss the findings of this report (Completed)

•

DTC to confirm the expected bearing pressures reported in section 5.3. If the bearing
pressures are different, T+T to recalculate the vertical springs based on the new bearing
pressures. (Completed)

•

Update of report and outputs if required following review and discussion with DTC.
(Completed)

•

Geotechnical input to DTC time history analysis as required (Completed)

The above completes the geotechnical input into the desktop seismic assessment of Carillion Bell
Tower carried out by DTC. Further geotechnical input is expected to be required for strengthening
design. Parameters presented in this report are not to be relied on for strengthening design.
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1.3

1

Introduction

This report has been prepared for the Ministry of Culture and
Heritage to provide information and recommendations regarding
the seismic performance of the carillon tower at the National War
Memorial.

1.1

Background

The carillon tower was built circa 1931 on Buckle Street,
Wellington. The 45 metre tower was originally designed by
Gummer & Ford Ltd and took into consideration seismic actions.
Additional reinforcing steel was added on this account, and the
original drawings detail an “earthquake and settlement joint”
separating the carillon tower from the adjacent Hall of Memories.
Some seismic upgrading has been undertaken previously. This
involved the installation of structural steel chevron braces in the
upper section of the tower.

1.2

Structural Fabric

The tower is a monolithic reinforced concrete shell with large
openings in the upper section. Floor-to-floor heights vary up the
tower and the floors themselves are reinforced concrete slabs
with a large access opening in the centre. These openings are
well trimmed by reinforced concrete beams.
Plain round reinforcing bars have been used throughout, limiting
the structure’s capability to withstand repeated cyclic
deformations (i.e. earthquake actions). However, the reinforcing
is exceptionally well detailed and this adds an inherent
robustness to the lower section of the tower.
The original drawings show the tower to be separated from its
foundations. This means that the foundations offer no resistance
to the tower’s natural tendency to “uplift” under lateral loading.
This limits the stress on the tower itself and this ‘rocking’
behaviour is beneficial in this respect.

Scope

The scope of this report is understood to be simplified
assessments of the tower to ascertain its ultimate limit state
seismic performance relative to an equivalent new building. Our
review has been largely limited to considering the primary
structure.
We have not included any allowance for reduced strength due to
corroded reinforcing steel as sufficient information to quantify this
is not yet available. Similarly, we have had to make the
assumption that the bell frame assembly is rigid relative to the
tower, negating any influence that oscillation of the bell frames
may have.
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2

Seismic Performance

The National War Memorial is of high value to the community
and accordingly we consider the tower to be an importance level
3 building (R=1.3) as defined by NZS 1170.1. Therefore our
assessment is based on a seismic event with a 1/1000
probability of exceedence. This importance level was also
adopted in the initial evaluation procedure (IEP) used by
Wellington City Council to determine its potential status.
We have assessed the tower using a displacement-based
approach instead of a traditional force-based approach because
it is more suitable for rocking structures. The tower is relatively
bare (i.e. no ceilings, partitions or furnishings) and we have
reduced the typical damping (energy dissipation) assumed to
take this into account.

2.1

Summary

Our assessment of the tower leads us to believe that it can
sustain rocking behaviour but its performance is limited by two
primary failure mechanisms. The first mechanism identified is a
partial collapse of the upper section of the tower (Figure 1a).
This mechanism was previously addressed by the installation of
the structural steel braces, however these braces buckle at a low
load level relative to new building standard. This mechanism
limits the performance of the tower to 30-35% of new building
standard (NBS).
The second mechanism is failure of the wall sections above and
below the window/door openings in the lower section of the tower
(Figure 1b). These sections of wall have very little horizontal
reinforcing steel, leading to ‘unzipping’ (separation) of the tower

into two halves and significant, rapid degradation of strength.
Should the first failure mechanism be addressed, this
mechanism would limit the performance of the tower to 50-60%
NBS.

Figure 1: Identified failure mechanisms – (a) instability of upper section of
tower; (b) unzipping of lower section of tower.

2.2

Primary Structure

As well as the damage to primary structural elements already
described, we expect other primary elements to sustain damage
at varying intensities of seismic demand. Damage to these items
does not limit the tower’s overall seismic capacity, however we
believe this information should be provided to help develop the
full picture.
The level five and level six balconies are supported off reinforced
concrete perimeter beams. We anticipate that these beams
would display significant structural damage at 30-40% and 7080% NBS, respectively.
However, the damage to these
elements does not limit the performance of the tower as a whole,
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and we anticipate that the balconies would remain tied into the
tower.
We have reviewed the reinforced concrete floor beams and
believe that they can maintain their load-bearing capacity to
100% NBS. Some cracking would most likely occur but the
reinforcing and detailing is such that the beams can flex with the
tower.

2.3

Secondary Elements

There are several secondary elements that should be considered
in an assessment of the tower. At this stage, only the
unreinforced masonry (URM) partitions have been reviewed.
The other items described below are either outside the scope of
this report or there is insufficient information to review.

a.

veneer ties were added/replaced when the tower was re-clad in
the early 1980’s. We believe that this should be investigated
further as falling stone potentially poses a risk to individual life
outside the structure.

d.

Precast Concrete Screens

A review of the original drawings shows that the precast screens
(Figure 2) are built into rebates in the surrounding concrete work.
This provides good restraint under face loads while the screens
and surrounding concrete remain un-cracked. The screens are a
stiff element within the relatively-flexible upper tower; this leads
to significant cracking under a design level earthquake and
degradation of the screens, possibly affecting their restraint
under face loads. It is difficult to quantify the risk of falling
concrete with the information currently available.

Carillon Bells and Support Frame

The large mass of the bells means that they pose a risk to life
within the structure should they come loose from their support
frame, or the support frame fail. Furthermore, as the bells make
up a significant proportion of the tower’s mass they have the
potential to shift the tower’s centre of mass should they come
loose.
We recommend that an assessment of the bells’
support/restraint is undertaken to quantify this risk.

b.

Unreinforced Masonry (Brick) Partitions

Figure 2: Precast concrete screens in the upper belfry.

There are a few URM partitions on the fifth level of the tower.
These pose a risk to life within the structure and therefore limit
the structure’s performance to 11% NBS.

c.

Stonework

Limited information has been available regarding the restraint of
the stonework around the base of the tower. It is likely that
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3

Matters for Consideration

Our assessment of the carillon tower has demonstrated that it
should be defined as an earthquake prone building, requiring
seismic improvement work to be undertaken. However, we
believe that decisions regarding seismic improvement work on
the tower should take into account other key areas.

3.1

Heritage Value

The National War Memorial is of high value from both a heritage
and community aspect. As such we consider that a building of
this prominence should aim to achieve seismic performance that
is as near as reasonably practical to new building standard (i.e.
100% NBS).
The two key weaknesses identified in our
assessment of the tower need to be addressed regardless of
whether 67% or 100% NBS is being targeted, as a result a
higher target strength is unlikely to mean a noticeably higher
construction cost.
Further to this, our assessment has led us to believe that the
tower has inherent characteristics that would allow seismic
improvement works to be designed using damage-mitigation
principles. This would greatly reduce the risk of the tower
requiring deconstruction after a design level event, allowing its
community and heritage values to be preserved.

3.2

Hall of Memories and Steps

Although outside scope, we are aware that Wellington City
Council has advised that they consider the Hall of Memories to
be potentially earthquake prone. The capacity of this building is
heavily dependent on its cantilevered retaining walls, which are
unlikely to have been designed for seismic loading. The

completion of a detailed engineering assessment would allow
any possible seismic improvement work to be taken into
consideration.
Similarly, the retaining walls that are used to create the steps
and landscaped area were unlikely to have been designed for
seismic loading. Strictly speaking, these do not endanger the
building, therefore we expect that any assessment or
improvement would be at the discretion of the property owner.

3.3

Durability

The structural skeleton of the tower has a known history of
corrosion to its structural steel and reinforced concrete elements.
Repairs and the target level of seismic improvement work should
consider the expected remaining life of the existing primary
structural elements.

3.4

Access Stair Upgrade

Currently there is access stair upgrade work scheduled for early
2012. To avoid doubling up access and site establishment costs
it may be prudent to complete a partial seismic upgrade as part
of the access upgrade.
We envisage this would involve
strengthening the existing structural steel braces and addressing
the URM partitions.

3.5

Accepted Risk

It should be understood that it is extremely difficult to restrain
every individual brick and stone within the tower. This means
that regardless of the level of seismic improvement undertaken,
there is always an accepted risk to individual life from small,
individual pieces of falling masonry.
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In determining the target level for seismic performance it is
perhaps important to understand the consequence associated
with ‘failure’ of the tower. The consequences of a complete and
total overturning failure would be significant. We believe that it
would be appropriate for any improvement works to make the
lower tower stronger than the upper tower, thereby allowing a
partial collapse of the tower which acts as a ‘fuse’ to prevent
complete overturning – that is to say, if the upper tower is
improved to 67% NBS, the lower tower should ideally be
improved to at least 80% NBS.
With regard to the bell frames, a detailed assessment may find
that retrofit work is required to improve their seismic
performance. Consideration would need to be given to the
effects this may have on the tune of the bells. An increased level
of risk may have to be accepted to ensure the continuing
functionality of the instrument.
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Recommendations

4.1

Further Investigation

We would recommend that further investigation is undertaken
with regard to secondary elements. Specifically, the presence of
veneer ties in the stonework around the base of the tower should
be confirmed.
A detailed review of the bell support frames should also be
completed. This would require copies of the original drawings or
a thorough site measure. We recommend that the scope of our
engagement is extended to include this review.
An estimate of the remaining useful life of the structure should be
obtained from a specialist materials engineer. The remaining life
of the primary structure should be taken into account when
determining the level of seismic improvement.

4.2

behaviour of the tower. Using the same approach, increasing
the target performance from 67% to 100% NBS could be
achieved without a significant cost premium – requiring only a
modest increase in construction effort. Included in this report is a
sketch (Figure 3) indicating the type of work we expect would be
required to achieve either 67% or 100% NBS.
We have also included a second sketch (Figure 4) indicating the
type of work we expect would be required for a damagemitigation design to achieve either 67% or 100% NBS. A
damage-mitigation design would reduce the costs of repairs to
primary structural elements following a major seismic event. The
major cost in most seismic improvement work is the removal and
making good of finishes. The making good work required for this
alternative is similar to that required for the conventional
strengthening; meaning the benefits of damage-mitigation design
can be attained without a significant cost premium. Moreover,
the energy dissipation this could include would reduce the stress
on secondary elements and corrosion-damaged primary
elements.

Detailed Analysis

Our current review leads us to believe that further detailed
analysis would not remove the tower from its earthquake-prone
status. Resources would best be directed towards an interim
seismic upgrade that could be undertaken in conjunction with the
access upgrade works, allowing the tower’s earthquake-prone
status to be withdrawn.

4.3
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Seismic Improvement
a.

The level and type of seismic improvement works should take
into account the remaining life of the structure. Although slightly
arbitrary, we suggest that 25 years is a useful “line in the sand”
because this is where NZS 1170 marks the boundary between
risk associated with a 1/500 event (R=1.0) and risk associated
with a 1/1000 event (R=1.3). Assuming three possible outcomes
from the assessment of the corrosion, we recommend the
seismic improvement described in Table 1.

Full Seismic Upgrade

It is not difficult to improve the tower’s seismic performance to
67% of new building standard by optimising the current seismic
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Table 1: Recommendations for seismic improvement work
Remaining life of primary
structure with maintenance

Recommended seismic improvement work

5 years

Short-term securing to 40% NBS

25 years

Conventional strengthening to 67% NBS

50 years

Damage-mitigation strengthening to 100% NBS

b.

Short Term Securing

To avoid having the carillon tower categorised as earthquake
prone by WCC we recommend that interim strengthening work is
undertaken in conjunction with the access improvement work.
This would involve adding steel plating to the structural steel
braces in the upper tower and addressing the URM partitions.
The quantity and arrangement of the steel plating should be
designed to achieve the target strength of the eventual full
upgrade. The URM partitions could either be strengthened with
steel mullions or removed and replaced with lightweight
partitions.
The proposed work could be detailed and
implemented relatively quickly to match the programme of the
access work.
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Figure 3: Conventional structural strengthening.
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Figure 4: Alternative structural strengthening – damage mitigation
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1

Introduction

The National War Memorial is located in Buckle Street, Wellington, and consists of a Carillon, the
Hall of Memories, and a Tomb of the Unknown Warrior. The Carillon is housed within a reinforced
concrete bell tower, completed in 1932, which has an exterior cladding of dimension stone at the
base and along central spines of the lower elevations. The upper walls of the tower are finished
with a solid plaster render, marked out in courses using pointing to simulate stonework.1
The Carillon belfries were first repaired in in the mid-1980s2 in response to reinforcement corrosion
and consequent spalling of cover concrete. To prevent the ongoing deterioration of vulnerable
elements, an impressed current cathodic protection system was subsequently installed in 1999;
however it is understood that funding constraints prevented appropriate adjustment and
maintenance of this system following initial commissioning.
As part of a major programme of renovation work in 2012, Opus was asked to carry out an
inspection of the Carillon tower that would assess the current condition of the concrete and
reinforcing steel, both internally and externally, and assess the future corrosion risk in terms of the
long-term serviceability of the structure. The results from that assessment are presented in this
report.
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2

Methodology
9 (2)(a).

The condition assessment was undertaken by
during the period 18 June – 14 August
2012, variously assisted by other Opus Central Laboratories personnel 9 (2)(a).
Access for inspection of the exterior of the Carillon and the
9 (2)(a).
interior of the belfries was obtained via the extensive scaffolding erected for concurrent
maintenance and seismic strengthening work.
As far as possible, the nomenclature used to identify particular concrete elements or locations
within this document is kept consistent with available drawings of the Carillon and prior
assessment reports. The elevation of the tower that includes the main entrance to the War
Memorial was designated site north and the other faces labelled accordingly. Note that for the
purpose of identifying exterior locations, the ‘levels’ refer to scaffolding, with platforms enumerated
above or below the Carillon console room (6th floor).
2.1

Visual & Auditory Inspection
A detailed visual inspection of the Carillon concrete was undertaken, including
photographing of key defects and features of interest. Where spalls, cracking or other
evidence of concrete distress was detected, the cover concrete at selected locations was
removed using a hammer drill equipped with a chisel bit to expose the underlying
reinforcement. These exploratory breakouts allowed the severity of corrosion affecting the
bar to be assessed and the consequent loss of cross section estimated.
When a reinforced concrete structure deteriorates through corrosion, the corrosion product
formed takes up a larger volume than the steel consumed, building up tensile stresses
around the reinforcement and ultimately causing the concrete to fail. This failure can
develop as a visible surface crack, typically generated when the ratio of concrete cover to
bar spacing is low, or a delamination parallel to the concrete surface, when the cover ratio
is relatively greater. Ultimately delaminations are expressed as spalls from the concrete
surface but they can be difficult to detect up until this point.
To determine the presence and extent of any delamination, auditory sounding surveys were
carried out on all accessible surfaces of the exterior façades and selected concrete
elements within the interior of the Stand. A particular emphasis was placed upon checking
areas that were showing faint signs of potential deterioration such as the presence of fine
cracks or diffuse rust-staining.
Sounding surveys were conducted by dragging a metallic hammerhead across the surface
of the concrete and listening for a variance in the reverberation that would indicate
‘drumminess’. Good concrete without delamination produces a sharp ringing response,
whereas delaminated sections have a duller and more muffled sound, particularly when
directly struck.

2.2

Cover Measurements
An adequate depth of concrete cover over mild steel reinforcing is critical to achieving
durable concrete structures. This is because chloride ions and carbon dioxide, two of the
most destructive agents for reinforced concrete, are atmospheric contaminants that
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penetrate concrete elements from the surface. Insufficient cover can result in rapid
accumulation of these contaminants at the depth of the steel, in concentrations sufficient to
initiate corrosion and cause damage within the intended service life of the structure.
The locations of the outermost reinforcement and the depth of protective concrete cover
were determined non-destructively using an electromagnetic cover-meter. This instrument
uses the variation of flux induced in a magnetic field by the presence of steel reinforcing
bars to infer their depth and orientation.
Where reinforcement was exposed through exploratory breakout, physical measurements
of the depth of cover were also made to calibrate the cover-meter results.
2.3

Chloride Ion Contamination
Chloride ions in sufficient concentration are unique and specific agents for the corrosion of
mild steel reinforcement: They destroy the protective surface oxide layer that ordinarily
develops on steel surrounded by alkaline concrete, a process referred to as depassivation.
It is generally accepted that depassivation will only occur once the chlorides accumulate
beyond a critical threshold concentration in the concrete surrounding the rebar. Thus it is
important to understand the distribution of chloride ions in a structure under investigation to
determine its corrosion susceptibility.
Chloride contamination can arise from two principal sources. Firstly, chlorides can be
incorporated into the fresh mix, either in the form of salt-laden marine aggregates or
through use of set-accelerating admixtures based on calcium chloride. Secondly, chlorides
may originate from an environmental source, transported as salt-water spray or salt laden
aerosol from the coast.
The chloride ion concentration at which corrosion of reinforcement occurs varies according
to the quality of concrete and ambient environment. The UK Concrete Society3 suggests
some risk of reinforcement corrosion is present when chloride ion levels are in excess of
0.05% by weight of concrete, and a high risk of corrosion exists at levels exceeding 0.15%.
To determine chloride profiles, samples of powdered concrete for determining chloride
content were obtained by drilling 26 mm diameter holes at selected locations and
quantitatively collecting the resulting powder. Two holes were drilled at each location and
their powders combined; this minimises any distortion due to variable aggregate distribution
within the concrete and helps ensure a representative sample is obtained. The holes were
initially drilled to collect powder from a nominal depth of (ordinarily) 0 – 20 mm below the
surface. These holes are subsequently deepened to allow the separate collection of further
increments of powdered concrete, of depth and number appropriate to the environmental
exposure of the tested element and its reinforcement cover. Obtaining the chloride
concentration as a function of depth in this fashion both gives an indication of the likely
source of the chlorides and also allows the corrosion risk to be related to the cover
distribution of the reinforcement.
The resulting powders were analysed by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) to express
the total chloride content as a percentage of the dry weight of concrete.
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2.4

Carbonation
The alkalinity conferred by calcium hydroxide [Ca(OH)2], a by-product of Portland cement’s
setting reaction, is essential to the passivation process that ordinarily protects mild steel
reinforcement embedded in concrete from corrosion. This alkalinity can be lost over time
through reaction of the Ca(OH)2 with atmospheric carbon dioxide to produce effectively pHneutral calcium carbonate or, more rarely, from leaching by ‘soft’ (i.e. calcium depleted)
water. These ‘carbonation’ reactions, along with chloride ion contamination, are the two
principal causes of reinforcement corrosion.
Carbonation depth of selected concrete elements was determined by spraying
phenolphthalein indicator4 solution on the walls of the drill holes created by the chloride
sampling; the holes were thoroughly rinsed with water prior to the carbonation test to
remove any residual drilling dust. The measured depth below the surface which is not
stained purple by the phenolphthalein reagent indicates the region of concrete with a pH of
less than 9.0 – 9.3. This is assumed to correspond to the total depletion of Ca(OH)2 in the
concrete through carbonation or leaching; any reinforcement that lies within this zone is
potentially vulnerable to corrosion.
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Figure 4. An isolated drummy area of pilaster on the west face was revealed to be a result of heavily
segregated concrete (left). This material is providing no protection to reinforcement, which
displays light active corrosion but minimal section loss (right).

3.1

Precast Lattice Panels
The precast concrete lattice panels that decorate the belfry openings above the 5th floor
level are in sound condition, with only cosmetic defects. The surface of the concrete is
moderately weathered, exposing the outer layer of aggregate and only very sheltered spots
retain evidence of the original ‘off the form’ finish and apparent pink colour.
The run of panels below the 6th floor level frequently display hairline cracks that occur at
either at the centre of the lattice or else occur in the body of the lattice arms perpendicular
to their principal axis. These locations are not coincident with the location of reinforcement
and suggest they are tensile cracks caused by drying shrinkage or other restrained
movement (Figure 5).
Occasional fine cracks along the vertical edges of the lower panels are associated with
minor corrosion of a 6 mm trimming wire (Figure 6), where the lattice design changes to
include an additional reveal, reducing the effective concrete cover. The analytical results
from this site do not show significant levels of either chloride contamination or carbonation,
suggesting the crack may have been a pre-existing plastic or drying shrinkage defect that is
facilitating access to water and oxygen to drive corrosion.
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3.2

Fifth Floor Balconies
The lintels above the 5th floor balcony doors on both the east and west elevations have
developed spalling cracks from the outermost horizontal reinforcement. This is a direct
result of insufficient protective concrete cover, with cover depths of less than 25 mm
measured for the affected lintels, compared with minimum covers of >60 mm on the north
door and >80 mm on the south.
The worst-affected eastern door lintel has previously been repaired, with the profile built
outwards approximately 25 mm in comparison to the original outline to increase the
protective cover over the corroding bar. The repair has been unsuccessful (Figure 7) due to
the failure to completely encapsulate the reinforcement with fresh cementitious material and
restore passivation.

Figure 7. Failure of existing repair to lintel above eastern balcony door.

The balcony parapets show evidence of corrosion cracking. These cracks occur
immediately below the bottom bar of the railings, as shown in Figure 6, possibly as a
consequence of holes drilled for installation allowing water ingress towards the
reinforcement. This deterioration appears most severe on the northern parapet, but the all
four of the balconies displayed some evidence of concrete spalling along this line.
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Figure 6. Probable corrosion spalling along top of balcony parapet.

Both of the decorative ball ends of the western balcony supports side show appreciable
cracking (Figure 7), although this is a cosmetic and safety issue, rather than evidence of
significant structural deterioration.

Figure 7. Deterioration in decorative end of balcony support (west balcony, northern end).
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Figure 6. Removal of spalled plaster: note that there is no underlying corroding
reinforcement and that the plaster is bonded across an open gap between the
latticework and the main wall of the Carillon.

Another common defect observed was drummy areas where the finish coat of the plaster
had debonded from the base coats. These were generally small in extent, isolated in
nature, and often associated with irregular cracks that most likely represent plastic
shrinkage of the plaster whilst still green immediately following application (Figure 7).
There are also repeated instances of fine horizontal cracks through the plaster, which are
especially visible on the fin columns between the belfry window penetrations but often
traceable around the entire perimeter of the tower. These reflect drying shrinkage cracks
and construction joints in the underlying concrete, which is unsurprising in an unreinforced
solid plaster. Cracks of this type were not associated with any drumminess that would
suggest their existence is promoting debonding of the plaster or accelerating durability
failures in the concrete substrate.
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3.4

Analytical Results
Test results are summarised in Table 1, overleaf, for the properties of measured depth of
protective concrete cover over reinforcement, carbonation (loss of alkalinity) and chloride
contamination. The sites chosen are a combination of specific deteriorating (i.e. cracked or
spalling) elements identified for further examination during the visual inspection and sound
locations without deterioration, selected for their contrasting exposure conditions.
The results obtained largely support the impression from the visual inspection, of a
structure in overall good condition with a minimal foreseeable future risk of systemic
deterioration developing. Chloride contamination at the median depth of the reinforcement
at the test sites is typically below the minimum threshold for ‘some risk’ of corrosion
initiation of mild steel reinforcement, which is generally accepted to be < 0.05% by weight of
concrete.3 Values below this level are shown in green print in Table 1.
The principal exception to these low chloride levels was encountered when sampling the
cracked reveal of the lourve column illustrated in Figure 2. Here the chloride concentrations
at depth were elevated above 0.15%, which is considered to represent a high corrosion risk
of corrosion; such values are printed in red in Table 1. It is likely that these chlorides were
cast-in, i.e. they derive from the use of insufficiently-washed marine aggregates in the
concrete rather than environmental exposure. This contention is supported by the much
lower chloride level in the surface (0 – 20 mm) depth increment, which effectively samples
only the plaster layer rather than the underlying concrete.
Apart from this particular location, the analytical results displayed no evidence for significant
cast-in chloride and suggest only relatively minor chloride ingress from the environment into
the exterior faces of the tower. There is some indication that chloride contamination is
highest on the less rain-washed east face, as demonstrated by the difference in the chloride
profiles between the north and east walls on the ‘Carillon -1’ level in Table 1. However,
even on the east face, chloride levels at the depth of the reinforcement are not elevated and
the surface accumulation, which provides the driving force for future penetration, is not
especially elevated.
Except for isolated areas of very poor concrete consolidation, such as displayed in Figure 4,
the carbonation depth is significantly less than the typical cover over the reinforcement and
is not considered to be a corrosion risk at the present time. Carbonation of concrete is a
diffusion reaction and the penetration of the carbonation front is characteristically observed
to be proportional to the square root of exposure time.5 Accordingly the future rate of
carbonation of the Carillon concrete is expected to be substantially slower than that
measured to date.
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Table 1. Summary of instrumented test results at exterior sites.

Sampled Element & Location
Condition comment

Site
Photo
Referenc
e

Depth of Concrete
Cover (mm)

Carbonation
Maximum

Chloride Ingress
Depth from Surface
(mm)

Concentration
(%w/w on concrete)

0 – 20

0.045

20 – 40

0.199

40 – 60

0.151

0 – 22

0.025

22 – 39

0.036

39 – 60

0.036

0 – 20

0.054

20 – 38

0.011

38 – 58

0.023

0 – 23

0.040

20 mm

23 – 47

0.033

(plaster only - no
concrete carbonation)

47 – 62

0.028

67 – 79

0.025

0 – 28

0.035

28 – 40

0.009

40 – 60

0.004

0 – 20

0.113

20 – 42

0.053

42 – 60

0.038

0 – 20

0.116

20 – 30

0.024

0 – 20

0.015

20 – 40

0.002

40 – 63

0.009

0 – 20

0.025

20 – 40

0.007

Cracked element

40 – 62

0.008

Wall flatwork

0 – 28

0.076

28 – 40

0.018

40 – 60

0.013

Minimum

Median

‘Internal’ louvre column spall
Carillon level +4; West face – south

Figure 2

37

55

< 1 mm

Obvious concrete spalling

‘External’ louvre column spall
Carillon level +4; South face west

18 mm
Figure 3

48

51

Irregular cracking in plaster

(to back of plaster
system)

Precast window lattice
Carillon level +4; North face - centre

–

41

50

< 1 mm

Sound element

Pilaster
Carillon level +4; North face - east

–

47

59

Sound element

Wall flatwork
Carillon level -1; North face

–

>60 mm
50

66

Heavily weathered plaster surface

(in rubbly, segregated
concrete)

Wall flatwork
Carillon level -1; East face

–

35 mm
49

58

Plaster retaining original sponge
finish

(patchy – 25 mm more
typical of front)

6th Floor Perimeter Beam
Carillon level -1; North face

Figures
12 & 13

32

44

29 mm

Heavily deteriorated element

Pilaster
Carillon level -3; West face

40 mm
Figure 4

57

66

Cracked & drummy element

(greater in localised
areas of very poor
compaction)

Precast window lattice
Carillon level -4; East face

Carillon level -5; North face

Figure 5

–

ca. 20

64

nil

45 mm

Sound element
#

Measured carbonation depth includes plaster coating thickness (typically 20 to 25 mm)
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4

Interior Belfries

The carillon belfries extend from the 5th to 7th floor of the Carillon tower and are open to weather via
openings infilled with precast concrete latticework panels. The present spalling mirrors the patterns
described by Bruce & Hickman6 in 1998, being concentrated around the mullions and reveals of
the belfry penetrations where the concrete is exposed to a dynamic environment of wetting and
drying. As such the deterioration is closely coincident with the areas of concrete that should
theoretically be afforded protection by the impressed current cathodic protection (C.P.) system
commissioned in June 1999.
Approximately 36 lineal metres of spalling damage was identified, much of which is concentrated
between the 5th and 6th floor levels, with the mullions above the 7th floor in generally better
condition than those lower on the tower. Particularly on the mullions and cross braces, cracks and
spalling were observed adjacent to C.P. anodes in both original concrete and patch repairs, as
illustrated by Figures 10 & 11, indicating that the system must have been operating poorly for a
number of years.
Extensive spalling is also present on a number of concrete elements that are adjacent to the
cathodically-protected zones but possibly too distant from the anodes to be within their effective
zone of influence. Principal amongst these is the perimeter beam of the structures main frame at
the 6th floor level. This beam was noted during the external investigation to be heavily spalled
along the soffit over almost its entire length due to poor compaction of the concrete around the
principal reinforcement, as illustrated by Figure 12. Observed from within the belfry it could be seen
that in addition to the current spalling, the beam has also been heavily patch-repaired. However, it
is protected by only a single line of anodes installed at mid-height (Figure 13), which is
approximately 500 mm distant from the corroding soffit reinforcement.
A similar situation was noted where spalls are developing across the head of the louvre
penetrations on the northeast and southwest corner walls at the top of the tower; again a line of
anodes has been installed but probably too far from the vulnerable reinforcement to prevent
corrosion developing.
Concrete in the belfries further away from weather-exposed penetrations generally remains in
sound condition, the principal exception being the composite beams at the 7th floor level that
support the steel girders of the bell frame. Corrosion of the embedded portion of these girders,
particularly the bottom flange, is generating cracking along the concrete of the composite beam, as
illustrated by Figure 14.
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Figure 10. Spalls in original concrete (left) and within repair material (right) on a cathodically
protected mullion. Floor 5, east side.

Figure 11. Spall in repair material on a cathodically protected mullion. Floor 5, west side.
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Table 2. Summary of instrumented test results within the belfries.

Sampled Element & Location

Depth of Concrete
Cover (mm)

Condition comment

Maximum
Minimum

Chloride Ingress

Carbonation

Median

East Wall

Depth from Surface
(mm)

Concentration
(%w/w on concrete)

0 – 21

0.081

21 – 39

0.109

Sound concrete

39 – 60

0.146

Mullion – North Elevation

0 – 25

0.072

Sill above belfry at top of Carillon

31

37

27 mm

th

~ 7 m above 7 floor level

25 – 43

0.091

Poorly-compacted concrete adjacent
to sound existing patch repair

43 – 68

0.189

Mullion – South Elevation

0 – 25

0.131

35

43

> 60 mm

th

~ 7 m above 7 floor level

25 – 42

0.121

Bag-rubbed area with fine crack
developing on vertical bar

42 – 70

0.327

Mullion – East Elevation

0 – 20

0.114

20 – 48

0.220

Sound concrete

48 – 65

0.194

Mullion – West Elevation

0 – 20

0.076

20 – 48

0.106

Sound concrete

48 – 65

0.182

Northwest Corner Wall

0 – 21

0.045

th

~ 3 m above 7 floor level

th

7 floor

43

38

38

th

47

38 mm

53

18 mm

41

32 mm

21 – 40

0.035

Sound concrete; not weather exposed

40 – 64

0.037

Cross Brace – West Elevation

0 – 22

0.210

22 – 43

0.152

Spall in original concrete

43 – 67

0.113

Mullion – East Elevation

0 – 22

0.092

7 floor

th

53

th

Between 5 & 6 floor

th

th

38

65

19 mm

40

12 mm

22 – 43

0.083

Adjacent to large spall in patch repair

43 - 60

0.169

Northwest Corner Wall

0 – 20

0.065

20 – 40

0.047

40 – 63

0.011

Between 5 & 6 floor

th

5 floor

37

42

40

27 mm

48

43 mm

Sound concrete; not weather exposed
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The balance of these results differs slightly from those collected in 1998 by Bruce &
Hickman6 who determined a more extensive risk associated with carbonation, with the
penetration front observed to be beyond the reinforcement at eight of eleven test locations
within the belfries. This discrepancy is probably due to a greater emphasis on sampling the
spalling mullions in this study: the more direct exposure of these elements to the weather
will result in higher average moisture contents, a condition that is generally less favourable
for the diffusion of carbon dioxide (and more favourable for chlorides) than drier concrete.
It is important to note that carbonation and chloride contamination are synergistic
mechanisms. Firstly, the carbonation reaction acts to decompose various cement phases,
liberating chloride ions to participate in corrosion that would otherwise be harmlessly
chemically or physically absorbed into the hardened concrete matrix. This explains why
many of the results reported in Table 2 display the seemingly non-intuitive pattern whereby
the peak chloride concentration occurs at depth, rather than at the exposed surface.
Secondly, although critical corrosion thresholds are expressed for convenience in terms of
(readily-measurable) chloride concentrations, the risk is more accurately a function of the
chloride ion to hydroxide ion ratio within the pore water of the concrete. Because the
carbonation reaction consumes hydroxide ions, this ratio is increased by the process. Thus
at any given level of chloride contamination, the probability of reinforcement corrosion
increases with the intensity of carbonation.
4.2

Contributions to Performance of the Cathodic Protection System
The condition of the cathodic protection system has been reported on in detail elsewhere.7
During the concrete condition survey, it was noted in passing that the system is in a state of
disrepair characterised by:


Many broken connection wires between the installed anodes (Figure 14);



Anodes that are frequently loose or otherwise in poor contact with the surrounding
concrete (Figure 15); and



Frequent brown staining of the concrete around the anodes, suggesting excessive acid
generation possibly as a result of overdriving within the system.

On the basis of the extensive spalling damage observed in the belfries, the C.P. system has
been largely ineffectual since its commissioning. However it is difficult to disaggregate
whether this reflects an underlying deficiency in the installation or simply the lack of
appropriate monitoring and maintenance. It is clear however that restoring the current
system to working condition would not be a trivial undertaking.
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Figure 14. Failures of the interconnecting titanium wires between discrete anodes.

Figure 15. An anode that has lost contact with the surrounding concrete. Many anodes are loose in
their holes and a few have fallen out completely.
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An essential characteristic of a working C.P. system is that the cathode (i.e. the reinforcing
steel to be protected) is electrically continuous and also separated from the anodes by the
concrete, the pore water of which acts as an electrolyte permitting current to flow. The
absence of consistent electrical continuity of the reinforcement is a possible reason for poor
performance of the installed C.P. system.7 Any section of the reinforcing bars that is
discontinuous with the more strongly polarised steel under the influence of the system will
tend to act as an incipient anode and corrode rapidly.
To ascertain whether is a realistic concern, the electrical resistance between pairs of
exposed reinforcing bars was measured at several of the test sites using a digital multimeter with > 10 MΩ input impedance. The results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Measurements of Electrical Resistivity.
Sample Location

Electrical Resistance

East Wall

4.2 Ω

Sill above belfry at top of Carillon
Sound concrete

Mullion – North Elevation
th

2.9 Ω

~ 7 m above 7 floor level
Poorly-compacted concrete adjacent to sound existing patch repair

Mullion – South Elevation
th

11.9 Ω

~ 7 m above 7 floor level
Bag-rubbed area with fine crack developing on vertical bar

Mullion – East Elevation
th

2.3 Ω

~ 3 m above 7 floor level
Sound concrete

Mullion – West Elevation
th

22.5 Ω

7 floor
Sound concrete

Mullion – East Elevation
th

th

0.9 Ω

Between 5 & 6 floor
Adjacent to large spall in patch repair

The resistivity measurements obtained are somewhat ambiguous. Very poor electrical
continuity would be demonstrated by readings in the kΩ or MΩ range. On the other hand
robust continuity would be expected to result in little impedance to current flow and should
produce readings very much smaller than 1 Ω. Given that the majority of tests were
conducted between adjacent vertical bars in the mullions that are separated by a distance
of only 160 mm, the measured resistances might reasonably be expected to show
negligible resistance (i.e. less than 1 – 2 Ω if consistent electrical continuity existed.
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During the inspection it was noted that many regions of the concrete within the cathodically
protected zones (and elsewhere) display significant compaction and / or paste segregation
issues, as illustrated by Figure 16, which were often disguised at the time of construction by
bag-rubbing. Bruce & Hickman6 also commented on the generally weak and porous nature
of the concrete, although they note that the execution was “…typical of its era”.
Such areas create localised pockets of high electrical resistivity within the concrete,
especially during periods of good weather when it is able to dry, due to the large voids in
the electrolyte-carrying cement paste. This shields areas of reinforcing steel from the
influence of the anodes and contributes to a non-uniform distribution of the impressed
current, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the cathodic protection. In addition to the
volume of spalled concrete needing to be made good, and the possible requirement of
installing additional electrical connections to ensure reinforcement continuity, it is likely that
some re-casting of the poorly-compacted areas of concrete will be necessary prior to the
reinstatement of any CP system.

Figure 16. Examples of badly segregated concrete in lower (left) and upper (right) belfries, a
defect that will likely contribute to poor current distribution within the cathodic
protection zones.

A limited investigation of the patch repairs associated with the installation of the C.P.
system suggested they were generally well-executed and firmly bonded to the host
concrete, although some plastic shrinkage cracking is present in the larger volume patches.
The extent of the patches appears to have been limited to restoring unsound concrete, with
no attempt made to completely encapsulate the reinforcement with new cementitious
material. However this is not unexpected considering that passivation of the bars was
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intended to be restored through electrical polarisation. Given that the chloride contaminated
concrete was not completely removed from around the bars, it is unsurprising that some of
the new spalling is coincident with existing patch repairs if the C.P. system has failed.
The success of the cathodic protection may also have been compromised by an unknown
level of interference between the internal steel structural bracing (an example of which is
visible in Figure 15) and the concrete reinforcement: No electrical isolation appears to have
been attempted around the threaded rods inserted into the concrete leading to the
possibility of stray current corrosion.
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5

Summary & Remedial Recommendations

As an important national monument and protected heritage structure, it is presumed that an
imperative exists to maintain the Carillon in serviceable condition for as long as possible. On the
results of this condition inspection, the only significant current and foreseeable future threat to this
requirement is on-going reinforcement corrosion of the cast in-situ concrete around the belfry
penetrations. At these locations, the interior concrete surfaces appear sufficiently weather-exposed
to be permit deposition of chlorides from marine aerosols, without necessarily receiving much
compensatory rain-washing to limit accumulation. In combination with relatively low strength (i.e.
permeable) concrete that is frequently poorly-consolidated or segregated, these elements become
especially vulnerable.
The remainder of the concrete structure is in good condition with examples of deterioration
indicative of localised construction defects rather than the development of widespread durability
problems.
5.1

Internal Belfries
Two remedial options are feasible for extending the life of the in-situ belfry concrete of the
belfry:


Reinstatement of an appropriately functional cathodic protection system; or



Removal of the cathodic protection system and reliance on conventional concrete patch
repairs to reinstate the spalled concrete.

The appropriate choice of these alternatives is highly dependent on the tolerance for future
maintenance requirements and undertaking a life cycle analysis may also be helpful to
determine the most cost-effective solution. The analytical results indicate that the concrete
in the belfry mullions, in the perimeter beams, and adjacent to the window reveals, is
systemically chloride-contaminated, and also heavily carbonated. Consequently any patch
repair strategy will necessitate future re-inspection and maintenance cycles, possibly at
intervals as frequent as every 5 years, to arrest continuing deterioration of the original
concrete. There is also a practical limit to the number of repair cycles that can be
undertaken before the structural integrity of the host element is compromised. One possible
solution to these drawbacks could be to undertake partial reconstruction of the belfries and
wholly recast the most vulnerable elements such as the mullions and penetration reveals.
This option would need very careful analysis of its feasibility from a structural and logistical
perspective, however.
Including sacrificial anodes within the patch repairs to suppress incipient anode formation at
their margins may reduce the speed with which fresh spalling develops but will not eliminate
further deterioration. It is also probably too late for the corrosion of the reinforcement to be
adequately controlled by applications of a barrier coating or waterproofing agent: The
chloride levels at the depth of the reinforcement are already sufficient to have depassivated
the reinforcement with a high degree of probability. Moreover, the deliquescent nature of
salt is such that it can maintain an internal environment within the concrete of sufficient
humidity to support appreciable rates of corrosion.
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A functional cathodic protection system offers the only permanent technique for halting
corrosion irrespective of chloride contamination levels and, as such, the considerations that
led to the installation of the original system likely remain valid. However, as its historical
performance demonstrates, C.P. systems require a commitment to on-going monitoring at a
moderate level of technical sophistication plus some operational maintenance to remain
effective. If a C.P. system is retained, the design needs to be thoroughly reconsidered,
including the effective zone of influence of the installed anodes. In particular the soffit of the
perimeter beam at the 6th floor level and the wall at the top of the lourve penetrations are
vulnerable areas that require protection but are distant from the existing lines of anodes. An
electrochemical (‘half-cell’) potential survey and/or complementary measurements of
corrosion rates in the belfry concrete may be helpful to reconfirm the appropriate extent of a
refurbished cathodic protection system.
5.2

Carillon Exterior
The exterior of the Carillon is generally in good condition beyond cosmetic weathering of
the plaster finish. The major defects, such as spalling of the 5th floor door lintels, are
primarily attributable to poor concrete cover rather than systemic carbonation or chloride
ingress. These defects are most appropriately remediated using conventional patch repair
techniques.
Conventional patch repair involves the removal of unsound concrete at visibly obvious
locations, such as spalls and cracks, to a depth of at least 20 mm behind the corroding
reinforcement and as far along the bar as necessary to expose at least 50 mm of noncorroded steel at each end. After replacing or treating the steel as appropriate to the level of
corrosion damage, the concrete is reinstated by hand-application, casting or spraying. Best
practice for conventional patch repairs indicates the use of proprietary Portland cementbased repair materials from reputable manufacturers and the provision of sacrificial zinc
anodes to guard against incipient anode corrosion cells developing adjacent to the newly
completed repairs.
Particularly if re-plastering is considered, it is suggested that a movement joint is created at
the junction between the precast latticework panels that decorate the belfry penetrations
and the reveals of the cast in-situ concrete of the main structure. The continuation of plaster
across this joint such that it contacts the precast panel appears to have been the cause of
much of the vertical cracking observed at the reveals. It is also suggested that the junction
between the plaster coating and the stone cladding on the lower elevations is appropriately
flashed to reduce water penetration behind the stone.
The most likely future threat to the exterior structural concrete is reinforcement corrosion as
a result of progressive carbonation, especially at areas where the concrete consolidation is
poor or segregation has occurred. While the overall risk is low, as a defence against future
problems an aqueous silane cream could be applied to the finished plaster surface after
any cleaning or restoration work is completed. The silane acts as a hydrophobic
impregnator, waterproofing the plaster surface by acting as barrier to liquid water whilst not
hindering vapour diffusion. This will help to keep the concrete dry, which is an effective
strategy for reducing carbonation-induced corrosion. It will also serve to reduce the
potential for environmental chloride contamination, although the rain-washing experienced
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by the exterior surfaces of the tower appears to be sufficient to mitigate this threat. It is
emphasised however that the application of a silane is not a necessity and is suggested as
a pre-emptive measure which takes advantage of the current unusual circumstance of
complete exterior scaffolding of the tower.
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1

Introduction

To prevent further corrosion of the reinforcing steel in the NZ War Memorial Carillon and
associated spalling of concrete in the tower structure, an “impressed current/internal anode”
cathodic protection (CP) system was installed in 1999. This was at a cost of more than $100,000
as part of a larger building maintenance contract let by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCH)
to McKee Fehl Constructors Ltd and managed by Opus International Consultants Ltd (Opus).
The design/ build of the CP System to an Opus prepared specification was subcontracted to
Surface Technologies Ltd (STL) who went into liquidation in November 2000, soon after the CP
system was commissioned and only limited information regarding design and operation of system
was provided.
In June 2002 Opus provided the MCH with a Status Report on refurbishment work carried out in
the Carillon tower which recommended the commissioning of a specialist CP company to visit the
site, adjust the system and report on maintenance requirements. It is understood that no funding
was available to carry out this work, and also that no adjustment or maintenance has been carried
out to the CP system since it was commissioned.
In November 2010, Opus was asked by The Building Intelligence Group (TBIG) to provide an offer
of service to advise what maintenance work was recommended for the Carillon‟s CP system. A
proposal was submitted on 3 December 2010, reconfirmed in a letter of 13 October 2011, and
accepted on 3 November. This offer of service proposed four tasks to be carried out in conjunction
with specialist CP staff from Construction Techniques Ltd (BBR Contech);
Task 1. To retrieve and summarise relevant documentation held in Opus archives on the
installation and commissioning of the CP system.
Task 2. To carry out an onsite investigation and performance test of the current status of the CP
System (by BBR Contech).
Task 3. To carry out a rope access survey to determine condition of reference electrodes, anodes,
their connections and make temporary repairs (by BBR Contech).
Task 4. To optimise the existing system and provide a summary report with recommendations for
future work.
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2

Installation

2.1

System Description

The CP system protects reinforcement in ~175 square metres of concrete on internal surfaces
adjacent to openings above the 5th and 7th floors in the belfry tower which is exposed to windborne marine salts. It consisted of some 566 internal anodes connected by a titanium wire current
distribution system, 34 reference electrodes, and a control system covering the 30 adjustable
zones which was able to be remotely monitored.
Detailed CP design was carried out by Global Corrosion of UK who declined to provide all the
necessary information as they were owed money by STL, and similarly information on the remote
operating system designed and installed by Callisto Controls of New Plymouth was also withheld.
However STL did prepare a „Design Report (Mar.1999)‟, an „Operations Manual (Nov.1999)‟ for the
system and „Three month Monitoring Report (Nov.1999)‟ and copies of these have been retrieved
from Opus archives.
2.2

System Design

To determine the required coverage of the system, a potential survey using a copper/copper
sulphate reference electrode was carried out of the internal wall surfaces above the 5th and 7th
floors and a potential „map‟ was prepared to evaluate the risk of corrosion. Areas showing
potentials more negative than -300mV were considered most at risk of present or future corrosion.
The followings sections were identified as having the highest priority for treatment;
Priority 1:

Priority 2:

Mullions on the 5th & 7th floors
Upper and lower ring beams on the 5th & 7th floors
600mm wide band at reveals on the 5th & 7th floors
Mullions and reveals on East & West walls above 6th floor
Areas above and around doors on 5th floor.
All remaining wall areas on 7th floor.

A pilot installation was designed and built using CPI durAnodes. This used 100mm long „durAnode
2‟ internal anodes spaced at 300mm in a mullion and 150mm long anodes spaced at 300mm
centres in a section of wall. This trial showed that these anodes were able to provide sufficient
current density and still polarise the reinforcement if spaced at 600mm spacing in the walls and
also in the mullions if length was increased to 150mm.
The system was then designed to use 208 x 150mm and 356 x 100mm anodes each protecting
0.36sqm of concrete, i.e. a total of 564 anodes protecting ~203 sqm in the Priority 1 zone. The
Priority 2 zone (55sqm) required a further 152 x 100mm anodes, but these were not installed due
to budget constraints. The finished system consisted of 566 anodes connected with MDPE
sheathed titanium wire with 100% redundancy, which was powered by a 15 Volt 5 Amp transformer
rectifier unit (TRU). In addition a remote monitoring system was designed and installed. This
included a programmable logic controller (PLC) that monitored potentials of the „LD 15‟ silver/silver
chloride reference electrodes and stored them in a data log which could be downloaded remotely
via a remote transfer unit (RTU) and the phone system. The voltage of the power supply could also
be adjusted remotely via the RTU.
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2.3

System Commissioning

The system was commissioned in June 1999. Rest potentials of the reference electrodes (REs)
were measured and then the system was powered up in two halves at 20% of the maximum
current output. The current was then increased to 50% of the maximum and left for 1 hour to
polarise and the RE‟s were measured. The system was then left to polarise for a further 24 hours
set at 900mA /9.8V before the “instant off” depolarised potentials of the RE‟s were measured.
The “instant off” potentials were then remeasured after 1, 2 and 4 weeks at 50% current and then
some zones were adjusted (1.2A/14.9V) and additional anodes installed where required on 11th
August 1999. Results are contained in the STL Commissioning Report.
Further depolarisation tests were carried out on the 2nd and 17th of November 1999 (1.52A/14.6V)
and results are listed in STL‟s 3 month monitoring report. This noted 13 REs out of 34 had shifts
less than the required 150mV acceptance criteria which STL suggested may have been due to the
concrete becoming drier due to warmer weather.
STL visited the site on 10th May and 21—22 June 2000 and reset the output to 2.3A/24V, (which
was subsequently found to be higher than recommended by the designer due to the risk of pitting
of the titanium wire in a salty environment). STL went into liquidation in November 2000 without
providing the specified 12 month monitoring report and on 11 December 2001 we recorded that the
TRU output was 1.5A/25V.
When we visited the site with BBR Contech on 25 November 2010 we noted the CP system was
still energised but the output had dropped to 0.3A/25V.

3

Current Status

3.1

Depolarisation Test

To identify which zones within the system were still functioning, an overnight depolarisation test
was carried out by BBR Contech on 8 November 2011. This found that the protection criteria of a
100mV decay over 24 hours after switching the system off, was now met in only 3 of the 32 zones.
With regard to the 150mV shift criteria, no REs now achieved this. Detailed results of the
depolarisation test and measured power output levels are contained in the BBR Contech Task 2
report attached as Appendix A.
3.2

RE Test

A check on eight readily accessible RE‟s found significant differences (i.e. an average of 178mV)
between their potential readings after “24 hours off” and those measured using a portable
copper/copper sulphate half-cell. Further investigations are required to determine the reason for
this.
3.3

Hardware Condition

Connecting cables, conduits, and CP control facilities are still in reasonable condition; however
there are a large number of broken titanium wire connections between anodes. Several of these
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are now loose in their holes in the concrete and some have fallen out and are lying on the floor
below.

4

Condition Survey

4.1
Rope Access Survey
A rope access survey was carried out on 16-17 November which found a large proportion of the
anodes had lost bond to the concrete making them ineffective at protecting the reinforcing steel.
As previously reported there are numerous breaks in the connecting titanium wire. This is most
likely due to fatigue cracking resulting from wind induced vibration from the wire which was not
usually secured where it spanned up to 600mm between the electrodes. There is also a possible
risk of pitting corrosion occurring at the anode fixing where this was in contact with high chloride
residues expelled from the anode hole when the system was operating. Details of the faults and
damage observed during this survey are recorded on a drawing and table attached to the BBR
Contech Task 3 & 4 Report included as Appendix B.
4.2
Potential Survey
An electro-potential mapping (EPM) survey was carried on the East and West walls above the 7th
floor where the CP system appeared to be still working with intact anodes and connecting wires.
This survey confirmed that these surviving anodes were being “over driven” and also that the area
subject to CP protection is a lot less than the anode spacing. Detailed results of the survey are
contained in Appendix B.
4.3
Concrete Cracking
Significant cracking was observed, both in areas that had been repaired in 1999 and in zones
which should have been protected by the CP system. Photographs illustrating this are included in
Appendix B.
4.4
Fixing of Cables
It was noted that many of the wires and cables of the CP system are attached to existing service
ducts and pipes. While these are operating at a relatively low voltage, the fixings are not in
accordance with current practice.

5

Discussion

5.1
Concrete Cracking
The observed cracking in repaired areas is of particular concern. When these were completed the
representative1 of the repair mortar manufacturer wrote to Opus “ the quality of work carried out by
the repair contractor is extremely good, in fact as good as I have seen, and has been carried out
most conscientiously, as can be seen in the finish that has been attained. This gives us great
confidence in the durability of these repairs.”

1

R Barnes, Fosroc Ltd in letter dated 29 June 1999 (copy in the CP Operation Manual)
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As suggested in the BBR Contech report in Appendix B, this is most likely due to a reinforcing bar
not being connected to the CP system which then corrodes at an accelerated rate as it becomes
„anodic‟ relative to the rest of the system. This should be confirmed by exposing several bars in
the vicinity and checking whether continuity exists, i.e. checked to ensure that it has a resistance of
2 ohms or less to steel that is connected to the CP system as is now required by the current
Standard2.
5.2
Anode Condition and Spacing
There is also concern that the anodes that were still connected to the CP system may have been
damaged due to being „over driven‟ with a higher than desirable surface current density. The
current design of internal anodes (eg „durAnode 4‟) uses much thicker titanium rods to reduce
surface current density and which allows them to be fixed with a cementitious grout rather than the
graphite paste used in the „durAnode 2‟ (and which is no longer available). Further testing will be
required to confirm whether their expected 30 year design life has been compromised.
BBR Contech have commented that they think the 600mm anode spacing was inadequate to give
full protection to the reinforcing steel. The report on the pilot installation by STL noted they only
marginally achieved the required 100mV shift and depolarisation in the wall but felt this would
improve with time and proposed increasing the length of the anodes from 100 to 150 in the
mullions is their performance at 100mm was unsatisfactory. During commissioning of the system it
was noted that 38% of the reference electrodes did not meet their minimum 150mV shift after 24
hours “instant off” suggesting that in some areas a higher anode density was required, but this
issue was not resolved at the time when STL went into liquidation. It should be noted that the
system was designed by the very experienced and highly regarded expert in CP of concrete, Dr
John Broomfield, through the CP specialist company Global Corrosion of the UK, and that the CIP
„duranode‟ CP system has now been installed in 48 historic buildings in Europe3.
5.3
Further Investigations
It was initially hoped that by repairing broken wires and resetting the electrical system, that
cathodic protection to the reinforcement in the salt contaminated concrete areas of the carillon
tower could be restored. The survey work carried out by BBR Contech has shown that CP system
is “in extremely poor condition” and they have doubts as to whether it can be rehabilitated.
Whether the existing CP system be repaired and made effective, or be partially or totally replaced
will require additional investigations. Before these are undertaken, other information is required to
confirm that cathodic protection is still the preferred method of ensuring that the reinforced
concrete structure that houses the NZ War Memorial Carillon has an indefinite service life (an
assumed objective). This includes the completion of the current assessment of its seismic capacity
and the options for ensuring it meets the new code requirements, and also completion of the
proposed concrete condition survey to determine what changes have occurred (i.e. to chloride and
carbonation levels and the extent of reinforcement corrosion) since the last one carried out by
Opus in 19984.

2

AS 2832.5 Cathodic protection of metals Part 5: Steel in concrete structures
http://www.duranode.com/references/historic-buildings
4
S Bruce & W Hickman, Central Laboratories Report 98-524488, War memorial Carillon, Wellington:
Concrete Condition and Remedial options (January 1998)
3
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Recommendations

6

We recommend that;
1. The CP system be left in a de-energised state to prevent further damage occurring.
2. A report be commissioned to assess the current condition of the Carillon‟s concrete
structure.
3. When this condition report and the current seismic assessment report have been
completed, a report into remedial options be commissioned. This should include carrying
out investigations to check continuity of the reinforcing steel and investigate the anomalous
performance of REs.
4. Finally a CP trial be then carried out in a suitable area, using selected existing anodes refixed with acid resistant grout and at closer centres to see if cathodic protection can be
provided to at-risk reinforcement with salvaged components before a decision be made to
abandon the existing CP installation.
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Appendix A: BBR Contech Report on testing of CP system in ‘as found’
condition
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Summary of Task 2 CP System Status Report
The impressed current Cathodic Protection system at the Carillon has essentially been left unchecked
since commissioning in late 1999.
It is now in a state of disrepair with many of the system components and hardware showing severe
damage and/or deterioration. Broken cables, loose anodes, cracked and spalling concrete are much in
evidence.
An attempt was made to check the electrical and operational functions of the CP system with standard
monitoring procedures. Results are presented below. Measurements taken are so erratic and variable
and outside of what would be considered normal operating limits that it leads us to conclude that the CP
system is essentially non-functioning. While most zones are likely unprotected, we suspect that there
are other areas that have been over-protected for some time. At this stage, the system, in our opinion,
will require major restoration if it is to be retained.
The rope access inspection included in Task 3 of the Condition Survey will allow further CP system
assessment, but at this early stage we consider it is unlikely that making temporary repairs and
optimising the functioning of the CP system originally included within the scope of Tasks 3 & 4 will be
possible.
Our inspection and testing of the CP system has found:










The CP system has not been monitored or maintained for ten years. It has suffered obvious
deterioration over this time, and a number of items of the CP hardware have suffered damage, or
problems with functionality.
A number of cracks in the concrete are visible at areas that should be protected by the CP system.
This cracking may be due to loss of protection to these areas, or poor continuity of the
reinforcement, or possibly some other mechanism causing this deterioration. Further investigation
work will be required to resolve this issue.
Power output levels for the various zones show very poor distribution of current to the CP system.
This is consistent with observations made on site with regard to deteriorated CP hardware which is
causing loss of supply to sections of the system where wires are broken and anodes have lost
contact with the surrounding concrete.
A very small number of the references achieve the protection criteria. This is symptomatic of the
poor current distribution that the CP system is able to provide over the structure it is applied to.
Functionality of a large proportion of the embedded reference electrodes is questionable, and
requires further investigation.
The CP system has not been switched back on after the monitoring due to the problems found with
the operation of the system.
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1. Introduction
This interim report details preliminary findings with regard to the status of the NZ War Memorial
Carillon CP system. It is limited in scope to the investigation of the CP system operation and monitoring
tests undertaken in accordance with ‘Task 2’ of the OPUS International Consultants document
“Maintenance Work to the Carillon: Cathodic Protection: Fee Proposal”.
A full report will follow in due course in accordance with the proposed work scope. The full report will
include the information herein as well as findings from a survey of the CP system components by abseil
inspection, and some discussion with regard to further action/remedial work.
This report summarises assessment and monitoring of the CP system undertaken in November 2011. To
our knowledge, this is the first monitoring of the CP system since November 1999 (three months from
the commissioning date).
The monitoring was undertaken manually on site as we are advised the CP system remote control
facility relies on outdated software. Readings are therefore direct measurements by portable multimeter from terminal blocks and hardware inside the junction boxes beside the T/R control panel.
The CP system consists of the following basic elements:






Discrete Anodes
Interconnecting Titanium wires
Reference Electrodes
Cables (connecting Titanium wires and embedded CP hardware to the power and control
facilities)
CP power and control facilities (two major junction boxes containing terminal connections,
power supply panel, and remote monitoring facility)

2. Methodology
CP Current and Voltage output readings were recorded on the 8th November 2011. ‘On’ and ‘Instant-off’
potential readings of embedded reference electrodes were also recorded on this date, with the system
also turned off and left to depolarise over a 24 hour period to obtain ‘24-hr off’ potentials.
The recorded data for the depolarisation test includes the following information:




Voltage output of system
Current output of system
Reference Electrodes:
a) CP ‘On’ potential’
b) CP ‘Instant-off’ potential (24 hour)
c) Potential shift (CP Instant-off potential – Base Potential)
d) 24 hour decay potential (difference between 24 hour-off potential, and the CP ‘Instantoff potential’)
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Protection Criteria
The CP system protection criteria are used to determine when the appropriate amount and distribution
of direct current is being applied to the structure. Criteria 1 & 2 are listed in AS 2832.5 (2002).
1. Potential decay criterion. A potential decay over a maximum of 24 hours of at least 100mV from
‘Instant-off’.
2. Absolute potential criterion. An ‘Instant-off’ potential more negative than –720 mV with respect
to Ag/AgCl/0.5M KCl.
3. A minimum 150mV negative shift from the ‘Base’ potential to the CP ‘Instant-off’ potential
(Potential Shift Criterion) .
In addition to this, no ’Instant-off’ steel/concrete potential shall be more negative than –1100 mV for
plain reinforcing steel with respect to Ag/AgCl/0.5M KCl.

3. Physical Condition of CP Installation
General observations taken during our initial visits to site, and from the depolarisation / monitoring
work undertaken are listed below.






There are a large number of broken titanium wire connections between anodes.
A number of the discrete anodes have lost contact with the surrounding concrete. In some cases,
the anodes are slightly loose in the drilled hole, some are completely loose (and are able to be
withdrawn from the hole if pulled), and some anodes have completely fallen out of the concrete and
are lying on the floor below.
Some cracking of the concrete has occurred to elements of the structure that are within areas
protected by the CP system.
Connecting cables, conduits, and CP control facilities are in reasonable condition, although the
remote control facilities are believed to be out-dated to the point that is not worthwhile reinstating
this function.

A more comprehensive overview of the condition of the CP system will follow in the full report.

4. Monitoring Record and Results
(a) Power Output Levels
Monitoring information from the power output readings is summarised in the attached tables.
There is no facility available at the T/R unit to determine the target, or ‘set’ power output values for the
CP system (this target output level is normally set in current mode). This control facility is typically
available for the various circuits (or zones) that the CP system is divided into.
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In the attached tables, the measured values (Current and Voltage) give the actual readings of current
and voltage values as delivered by the system. This is then compared to the maximum recommended
current output (as gained from the Operation Manual for the CP system).
Overall, the measured output values show very inconsistent results with current levels varying between
0 – 103% of the maximum recommended design current. Previous records (Surface Technologies Three
month Monitoring Report - November 1999) show current levels varying between 22 – 128% of the
maximum recommended design current. A comparison of median values for power output levels is
given in the table below.
Location
JB5

Median %age of maximum
power output – Nov 2011
10 %

Median %age of maximum
power output – Nov 1999
61 %

JB7

4.9 %

71 %

Zone 2 on the 5th floor (North Wall) is operating at 103% of the maximum power output. At this level of
output the anodes (and possibly surrounding concrete and reinforcing steel) are at risk of damage due
to over-energising. In addition to this, nine of the 17 zones in JB5 are at or below 10% of the maximum
power output, and another nine of the 13 zones in JB7 are at or below 10% of the maximum power
output.
The irregular levels of power output over the various zones raises concern that the CP system is
overworking at areas of full contact with the power supply, and under-performing (or in some areas, not
performing at all) where anodes, wires, and other connections are broken or damaged. This
‘unbalanced’ situation of power distribution over the CP system can only get progressively worse as
further deterioration of the CP system occurs.

(b) Depolarisation Data
Depolarisation data and evaluation of protection criteria at each reference location is summarised in the
attached tables.
Of the 34 reference electrodes spread over the CP system, three references (8.8%) achieve one of the
listed protection criteria. This would indicate that a large portion of the structure that is intended to be
protected by the CP system is not receiving sufficient current to ensure an adequate level of protection.
A large majority of the potential readings across the references show very flat progressive changes in
potential values (‘On’ – ‘Instant-off’ – 24-hour off readings), which indicates that insufficient power is
reaching these elements of the CP System.
The value of the measured reference potentials are generally very low; many of the recorded potentials
are more positive than -150mV. This is somewhat unusual in that the ‘On’ and ‘Instant-off’ readings are
usually more negative (by a reasonable margin) than the ‘Base’ potential values. Only three references
that achieve one of the protection criteria (References 15, 18, 28), and reference RB1 have ‘On’
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potentials more negative than the base potential values. Again, this indicates that insufficient power is
reaching a large part of the CP System.
A number of references were checked against a portable half-cell measurement at the location where
the references are embedded. This limited survey was undertaken at areas that were able to be
reached without the need for abseil rope access. A comparison of these readings is given below.

Reference
Electrode

1
3
5
7
8
9
15
16

‘24 hour Off’
Depolarised
Potential Readings
[mV]
(a)
-67
-26
-2
-100
-113
-68
-103
-2

‘24 hour Off’
Depolarised
Half-cell Potential
Readings [mV]
-170
-306
-233
-317
-249
-203
-263
-160

Corrected Halfcell Potential
Readings [mV]

Corrected
Difference
[mV]

(b)
-120
-256
-183
-267
-199
-153
-213
-110

(a)-(b)
53
230
181
167
86
85
110
108

There is a significant difference between the two means of measured potential values (half-cell /
embedded references) as above. The portable half-cell readings were taken using a Cu/CuSO4 probe,
and we understand that the embedded references are Ag/Ag/Cl type references. The half-cell readings
are expected to be reading approximately 50mV more negative than the Ag/Ag/Cl type references, and
therefore corrected values are included in the table above.
As the readings obtained from the embedded references are generally low (or more positive) in
comparison with base potentials as discussed above, this would suggest that they may be reading lower
than actual levels or not functioning at all.
At this stage we cannot speculate as to what may be causing the reference electrodes to read low and
further investigation work is required to resolve this issue.
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Job Title: NZ War Memorial Carillon CP System

8/11/2011

Power output levels (as read across in-built resisters)
7th Floor
Zone
(Circuit)

Element

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ring-Beam
North Mullion
East Mullion
South Mullion
West Mullion
North Reveal
East Reveal
South Reveal
West Reveal
North Wall
East Wall
South Wall
West Wall

5th Floor
Zone
(Circuit)

Element

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

West Beam
North Wall
North Mullion
East Wall
East Mullion
South Wall
South Mullion
West Wall
West Mullion
North Diagonal
North Reveal
East Diagonal
East Reveal
South Diagonal
South Reveal
West Diagonal
West Reveal

Voltage
Measure
(V)
23.70
23.60
23.60
23.20
23.70
23.70
23.50
23.60
23.60
23.60
23.60
23.70
23.70

Current
Measure
(mA)
2.9
4.7
2.1
23.2
0.1
1.3
18.0
6.3
7.9
5.8
3.6
1.9
0.9

Maximum
output to zone
(mA)
72
117
108
117
108
75
90
72
99
45
30
39
27
Median:

Percentage
of maximum
output
4.0%
4.0%
1.9%
19.8%
0.1%
1.7%
20.0%
8.8%
8.0%
12.9%
12.0%
4.9%
3.3%
4.9%

Previous
Percentage
Recorded
of maximum
Current (mA)
output
69
96%
108
92%
91
84%
100
85%
103
95%
53
71%
52
58%
58
81%
62
63%
22
49%
11
37%
24
62%
6
22%
71%

Voltage
Measure
(V)
23.70
22.60
23.60
23.30
23.70
23.30
23.70
23.40
23.70
23.70
23.70
23.70
23.60
23.60
23.60
22.90
23.70

Current
Measure
(mA)
0.0
58.7
9.3
33.4
0.8
29.3
3.6
20.7
1.1
3.0
1.1
0.0
12.0
4.4
2.4
15.2
4.6

Maximum
output to zone
(mA)
18
57
63
78
117
42
63
75
113
30
33
30
78
30
39
30
72
Median:

Percentage
of maximum
output
0.0%
103.0%
14.8%
42.8%
0.7%
69.8%
5.7%
27.6%
1.0%
10.0%
3.3%
0.0%
15.4%
14.7%
6.2%
50.7%
6.4%
10%

Previous
Percentage
Recorded
of maximum
Current (mA)
output
16
89%
26
46%
30
48%
32
41%
63
54%
13
31%
29
46%
28
37%
69
61%
25
83%
17
52%
23
77%
100
128%
23
77%
24
62%
25
83%
64
89%
61%

NZ War Memorial Carillon
Depolarisation Data and Performance Criteria

Date:
08-09/11/2011
Job No: W8322
Protection requirements

Reference
Electrode

Base
potential
(a)

On
potential
(b)

Instant Off
potential
(c)

24hr Off
potential
(d)

24hr
decay
(e = c-d)

Positive
shift
(f = d-a)

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

1

-217

-129

-118

-67

51

150

99

-

-

-

2

-246

-83

-82

-72

10

174

164

-

-

-

3

-234

-33

-33

-26

7

208

201

-

-

-

4

-270

-86

-85

-76

9

194

185

-

-

-

5

-238

-4

-3

-2

1

236

235

-

-

-

6

-270

-76

-75

-67

8

203

195

-

-

-

7

-268

-113

-113

-100

13

168

155

-

-

-

8

-265

-125

-124

-113

11

152

141

-

-

-

9

-210

-154

-132

-68

64

142

78

-

-

-

10

-216

-94

-94

-78

16

138

122

-

-

-

11

-224

-75

-74

-64

10

160

150

-

-

-

12

-257

-21

-18

-15

3

242

239

-

-

-

13

-234

-61

-61

-55

6

179

173

-

-

-

14

-272

-62

-61

-49

12

223

211

-

-

-

15

-151

-328

-234

-103

131

48

-83

Yes

-

-

16

-159

-13

2

-2

-4

157

161

-

-

-

RB 1
RB 2

-259
-223

-307
-85

-123
-84

-53
-79

70
5

206
144

136
139

-

-

-
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shift
24hr decay Pot. Shift
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(g)
>100
mV
<-150
mV
[mV]

Criteria 3 *
Inst. Off
(c)
<-720 mV
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Reference
Electrode

Base
potential
(a)

On
potential
(b)

Instant Off
potential
(c)

24hr Off
potential
(d)

24hr
decay
(e = c-d)

Positive
shift
(f = d-a)

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

[mV]

17

-247

-53

-50

-41

9

206

18

-211

-254

-204

-94

110

19

-298

-3

-1

-1

0

20

-272

-10

240

-38

-278

21

-204

-75

-62

-29

22

-253

-168

-118

23

-278

-202

24

-284

25

Potential Criteria 1 Criteria 2
shift
24hr decay Pot. Shift
(g = c-a)
(e)
(g)
>100
mV
<-150
mV
[mV]
197

-

117

7

Yes

-

-

297

297

-

-

-

234

512

-

-

-

33

175

142

-

-

-

-66

52

187

135

-

-

-

-182

-108

74

170

96

-

-

-

-73

89

-69

-158

215

373

-

-

-

-222

-111

-110

-86

24

136

112

-

-

-

26

-188

-39

-37

-30

7

158

151

-

-

-

27

-260

-121

-119

-110

9

150

141

-

-

-

28

-310

-528

-354

-180

174

130

-44

Yes

-

-

29

-222

-105

-103

-75

28

147

119

-

-

-

30

-249

-13

-12

-9

3

240

237

-

-

-

31

-252

-65

-56

-46

10

206

196

-

-

-

32

-217

-14

94

-9

-103

208

311

-

-

-
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NZ War Memorial Carillon CP Condition Survey

Task 3 & 4 Current Status Report - December 2011

Summary of Task 3 & 4 Current Status Report
This report summarises the condition assessment of the Cathodic Protection system hardware as
recorded by abseil survey, and observations made from the landings available at the Carillon. The
report follows the previously submitted “Task 2 Carillon Current Status Report” dated 1st December
2011, and this document should be referenced prior to reading of this report.
Findings from Task 3 & 4 investigation work confirm and add to conclusions made in the Task 2
report.
The CP system is in extremely poor condition, and in practical terms is non-functioning. In our
opinion it is unlikely that resurrecting the existing CP system would be feasible in terms of cost and
life expectations. If CP is to be considered as an option for long term protection of reinforcement
corrosion, we consider the most cost-effective option would be to dismantle and remove most, if
not all of the existing system, and design and re-install a completely new system.
The following underlying points lead us to this conclusion:
1. The original CP design (anode spacing) was too great to effect good current distribution. The
determination of the spacing distances appear to have been too ambitious, and the system
was always going to struggle in our opinion.
2. Full and proper reinforcing steel continuity does not appear to have been established in the
original CP installation.
3. Ongoing deterioration and corrosion of reinforcing steel has likely worsened this
considerably.
4. CP system components (anode backfill material, wires) have largely deteriorated and failed.
5. Concrete spalling has reached the point where substantial structural repair work is
necessary.
6. We do not have confidence that the existing CPI durAnode 2 anodes would offer long-term
durability, or would not cause similar problems if re-used by means of retaining and regrouting the anodes.

A. Condition Assessment by Rope Access Survey
A rope access survey of the CP system was undertaken on the 16-17th November. A crew of
abseilers was employed from “Abseil Access Ltd” to undertake the rope access survey under the
direction and assistance from BBR Contech.
The results from this survey are attached in the appendix in the form of a schematic drawing
and tabulated information summarising the observed faults/damage to the CP system.
There is a significant amount of deterioration that has occurred to the CP hardware, and this
includes:



Broken and damaged titanium connecting wires
Loose, and missing anodes from installed locations
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Cracked and spalling concrete within CP areas

The number of faults / damage that has occurred to the CP system is considerable. A large
proportion of the anodes have lost bond to the concrete/embedding compound . This is very
widespread and is of considerable concern for the performance of the CP system to the point
where this defect is very likely to be detrimental to the long-term condition of the CP system
(and possibly the structure if some areas are being significantly over-driven).
It was also noted that the installed discrete anodes (CPI durAnode 2) have obvious staining of
the concrete from each installation point. We understand that this has been noticeable for
some time and is due to the reaction of acid generated at the anode with the aggregate used in
the concrete .
There are numerous breaks in the connecting titanium wires. This issue in combination with
the poor integrity of the embedded anodes has created a dire situation for the CP system where
each additional fault has caused extra burden on the remaining anodes in the system. As no
monitoring has been carried out, we can assume the set current (power) levels have not
changed over time, and the reducing number of anodes were being loaded with a
proportionally higher current as individual anodes were lost within the circuit (or “Zone”). This
has caused localised areas of over-protection.
Over time, the connecting titanium wires have become brittle, leading to breaking. The
protective sheathing over the wires has also hardened and become brittle, and this has lead to
partial loss of the sheathing in places where it is ‘flaking’ off the wire. The high wind-loading
that the wires are exposed to is likely to have contributed to the degradation of the wires.
These issues could have been offset by running wires and cables via conduits during original
installation.

B. Electro-potential Mapping Survey (EPM)
Two areas of the Carillon walls were selected to undertake survey by EPM (Electro-Potential
Mapping). These areas were tested with the system switched ‘Off’ (depolarised) and switched
‘On’ (energised). Comment with regard to the EPM survey results is provided below.
A graphical representation of two limited areas of the concrete surface within the influence of
the CP system that an EPM survey was conducted is appended. The two locations were
selected as areas thought to be still functioning (wire and anodes appearing to be intact and
functioning) to enable ‘Off’ (depolarised) readings and ‘On’ readings to be measured. The ‘On’
readings adjacent to the anodes are excessively high; this is almost certainly due to the
overdriving of the reduced number of CP anodes still functioning and connected to the power
supply.
In comparing the readings for each survey location:
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a) The energising has created high potentials adjacent to anode locations, and low potential
shifts at areas between and remote from the anodes. Under ‘normal’ conditions, the
current distribution would expected to be more moderate, and energising would produce
lower overall potential shifts at individual anodes; this would leave the more remote areas
of the concrete more vulnerable to under-protection.
b) The ‘throw’ or area of influence of the CP system may be as little as 100-200mm. Any
reinforcing steel close to the reveal edge, or in potentially vulnerable situations may not be
protected by the anodes located 300mm away.
c) Reference electrode locations are not located in ‘active’ or protected zones.

In addition to the information gained from this survey work, the following general comments
were noted from our inspection of the CP system:
1. Condition of Parent Concrete
The original concrete generally appears to be of poor quality, poorly compacted and there is
also evidence of cold joints (between successive concrete pours during construction)
throughout the various elements of the structure.
2. Concrete Cracking & Spalling
Cracking and spalling of the concrete was observed at internal locations over the Carillon
structure. We have limited our comments here to the areas that CP is applied to.
Cracking and spalling is evident at areas adjacent to anodes as well as areas that may be
outside the area the CP is influencing. We have provided some photos (appended) that
illustrate these observations. Photograph 3 shows a significant area of spalling to the soffit
of one of the cross-beams at the level of the 6th Floor. The anodes at this location are some
distance away – approximately 500mm. Other photos (Photo 4 to Photo 6) show areas of
cracking or spalling adjacent to anodes, and within what we would expect to be protected by
the CP system.
Cracking and spalling at areas within the CP system ‘zone of influence’ could be caused by
various mechanisms. The most likely are poor continuity of the reinforcing steel (due to this
not being properly established at the time of the CP installation. Dis-continuity of a section
or element of the reinforcing arrangement within the concrete will lead to any such sections
corroding at a rapid rate as it will act as an incipient anode as the remainder of the
reinforcing arrangement is at a more polarised state within the CP system. Other reasons for
cracking and spalling may include lack of CP protection (ie broken wires and loose anodes do
not provide the current to the structural elements), and insufficient or poor bond of repair
mortar to parent concrete. Insufficient anodes and incorrectly spaced anodes can also lead
to poor or inadequate CP current distribution.
Some of the more minor cracks within the repair mortar appear to be due to shrinkage
cracking. Some of this shrinkage cracking may also be exacerbated by some of the issues
listed above.
Report by BBR Contech
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3. Continuity of Steel Reinforcement / Ancillary Steel
The Operations Manual prepared by Surface Technologies states “The continuity of the
steelwork was checked prior to the potential survey and again during the commissioning of
the final system using the rebar connections required for the system”. This statement and
the information given the appendix of the Operations Manual would indicate that no checks
between reinforcing elements (ie bar to bar checking undertaken at areas of exposed
reinforcing steel) were undertaken during the installation of the CP system. It is also unclear
to what extent any testing of (and action to isolate or make continuous) ancillary steelwork
was carried out. If it is the case that no such testing was undertaken during the installation
phase, serious concerns are raised with regard to the integrity of the system. As mentioned
above, any item of steel within the concrete protected by the CP system is susceptible to
corrosion at an accelerated rate. There is a significant amount of steelwork that is fixed to
the concrete structure. If the steel fixings are not isolated from (ie embedded by epoxy) or
attached to the reinforcing cage, these too are susceptible to corrosion at an accelerated
rate.
4. CP Hardware Attached to Existing Services
A large number of the wires and cables that are part of the CP system have been attached by
cable ties to existing service ducts and pipes. This is not in conformance with 1999 or
present-day CP installation standards or electrical practices.
5. General Comments on CP Design
As mentioned above, we have serious concerns as to the likely over-spacing of the discrete
anodes, and the ability of the CP system to adequately protect reinforcing steel at the more
remote areas (ie between, and distant from the alignment of the anode configuration).
In reviewing the Operations Manual, the design of the anode spacing was based on 150mm
long anodes at Mullions and 100mm long anodes at Wall areas. We have not sighted any
technical information on the installation of the CPI durAnode 2 system, however we
understand that as a ‘rule of thumb’ the maximum protection offered by each anode is up to
three time the length of the anode (ie 300mm at wall surfaces). At this threshold, a 600mm
spacing at the wall surfaces leaves significant areas in the concrete surface that are
unprotected, as mentioned above.
The pilot results for the CP installation mentions shifts of 33-48mV after 24hours. We
consider this to be insufficient potential shift to base the installation design on. The
Standard for CP Installations (AS 2835.5 – first published in 2002) states that the initial
potential shift will preferably be of the order of 100mV and will typically fall within the
range of 50-250mV. In our experience, this is comfortably achieved with most structures.
Given this, we consider that the basis for anode design and spacing may have been
inadequate.
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Recommendations / Further Works
We were unable to undertake any remedial work to the CP system or undertake any further
investigative testing (ie continuity testing of the reinforcing steel) within the scope of the present
assessment phase of the CP system. To fully investigate and assess issues such as reinforcing
continuity, continuity of ancillary steelwork, reference electrode function etc. would take some time
and resources which are outside the scope of this investigation.
Further investigative work could include additional testing as mentioned above, however, we do not
consider this to be of particular value at this point as such items would have to completely reestablished and re-tested in any future CP extension or replacement at the Carillon.
Suggested remedial options for consideration to extend the life of the reinforced concrete elements
include:


Retain CP to protect reinforcement. As mentioned above, this will more than likely mean
removal of most, if not all of the existing system components, and re-design and reinstallation of a completely new system.



Remove existing CP system, and undertake conventional repairs. This would include a
combination of partial rebuild of elements where deterioration (spalling concrete) has
become severe, and patch repairs at other areas. We understand that chloride levels are
very high throughout the structure, which will affect the longevity of such repair options.
Ongoing inspection and repair cycles of 5 to 10 years would likely be required to maintain
the integrity of the elements. Application of a suitable coating and/or installation of
sacrificial anodes to slow down or minimise future deterioration may also be worthwhile
investigating, although the effectiveness of these would be uncertain.
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Photo 1: EPM survey site – 7th Floor, East side.

Photo 2: EPM survey site – 7th Floor, West side.

Photo 3: Delaminated concrete at soffit of beam.

Photo 4: Delaminated concrete adjacent to discrete anodes.

Photo 5: Cracking of concrete at interface of parent concrete / repair mortar.

Photo 6: Cracking of concrete within repaired area. CP anodes and ancillary steelwork (stairs and
handrails) also apparent in photo.

NZ War Memorial Carillon CP System Assessment
November 2011
EPM Survey
7th Floor - East Side (System OFF Readings)

A

1

2

-130

7th Floor - West Side (System OFF Readings)

3

4

5

-72

-118

-149

-155

-146

-160

B

A

1

2

3

4

5

-130

-160

-153

-126

-147

-153

-109

-127

X
-111 -109

-148

-154

B

-112

-74

X -115

C

-88

-82

-95

-133

-147

C

-92

-112

-123

-142

-153

-160

D

-90

-97

-111

-142

D

-91

-104

-121

-132

-153

-171

E

-92

-102

-117

-154
O
-136

-139

E

-97

-126

-120

-132

-144

-154

F

-84

-101

-127

-148

-159

F

-100

-100

-116

-119

-123

G

-69

-62

-88

-126

-133

G

-119

-112
O
-138

-126

-108

-115

-111

-56

X -88

-107

-137

H

-63

Reveal Edge ↑

Reveal Edge ↑

7th Floor - East Side (System ON Readings)
1

2

3

4

5

-207

-196

7th Floor - West Side (System ON Readings)
1

3

4

5

A

-548 -3290 -354

B

-336

X
-2900 -404

-218

-220

B

-157

-530 -4160 -2930 -500

-390

C

-218

-372

-263

-203

-196

C

-111

-228

-473

-808

-392

-332

D

-157

-263

-218

-190

D

-106

-120

-160

-196

-233

-218

E

-158

-208

-206

-178
O
-188

-189

E

-106

-121

-133

-161

-182

-178

F

-194

-380

-281

-213

-197

F

-111

-124

-163

-158

-153

G

-277

-722 -1125 -337

-217

G

-130

-114
O
-147

-169

-212

-207

-145

-268

X
-2050 -833

-232

H

-311

A

2

-164

-521 -2150 -2170 -365

X

Reveal Edge ↑

X

Anode Location

O

Reference Location

Note:
- Reading points are at 100mm centres
- Reference locations (as taken from GCC Drawing No. 7850-DO5 "War Memorial Carillon

Cathodic Protection Reference Electrode Locations Asbuilt"):
East Side = R9
West Side = R1

-397

Reveal Edge ↑
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SURVEY DATE:

16-17/11/2011

Summary of Defects - Rope Access Survey

Description

North Wall

East Wall

South Wall

West Wall

Totals

Total Number of Discrete Anodes

133

166

127

157

583

Very Loose Anodes

64

82

70

62

278

Slightly Loose Anodes

57

68

42

72

239

Anodes in Good Condition

12

15

8

22

57

Missing Anodes

0

1

7

1

9

Broken Wire / Cable

37

47

30

53

167

Structural Engineers

15 Appendix F – Concept Sketches
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National War Memorial – Carillon Tower and Bell Frames
Detailed Seismic Assessment Report

9 (2)(a).

9 (2)(a).

9 (2)(a).

9 (2)(a).

